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Big Sky
Invites
Eastern
ta apply
By GREG LEE
Sports Editor
Eastern 's men's athletic director
Ron Raver is slowly waking from
his dream of finding conference affiliations for men's athletics, and
he likes what he's seeing in the Sky.
The Big Sky Conference's president's council invited EWU to submit a formal proposal for
membership in their Division I-AA
conference Wednesday morning as
the Big Sky Conference officials
concluded their annual spring
meeting 'in Bozeman, Mont.
Should Eastern's administration and board of trustees elect to apply
for membership--which at this stage is a foregone conclusion and needs
only the sealed approval of the university--the school's application would
be reviewed by a committee of the Big Sky presidents, then discussed
and acted upon by the entire president's council at a scheduled November
me~~ing in Ogden, Utah.
"We will take this through all the administrative channels and on to
the board of trustees for action," Raver said. "W~ would th'e n--ger a •
charge from the sub-committee of presidents (of the Big Sky) as tow.hat
form they would want the formal application.
"I'm elated, personally," Raver beamed. "I'm extremely grateful to
the coaching staff, first of all, that has stuck with the overall plan the
last few years because it has placed some real hardships on all of them.
1'm extremely thankful to the rest of the university and their overall
positive attitude to what we're doing."
...continued on page 16

Races close
in AS elections
By BOB CLEGG
Staff Writer
The Associated Students General
Elections were held recently, and
voters decided which students will
fill AS council positions 7, 8, and
9 for fall quarter.
In the race for council position
7, Shawn Heffron easily outdistanced the competition amassing
353 votes, compared with 158 votes
garnered by· William Christy and 44
votes cast for Larry Walker.
Position 8 will be filled by Lisa

Rosenau who won with 310 votes
against 224 votes for BK Stewart.
By Opendack and Larry Walker
managed 15 write-in votes between
them.
Council position 9 found only 25
votes separating the candidates.
M.J. Welte received 288 votes, and
Patricia Bor-de-Vil!e finished a
close second with 263.
Only 585 out of over 7000
qualified voters turned out for the
election.

Photo by C AAi(; COPPOCK

Fireworks sparkled the Eastern sky above the mall Friday night as Springfest ended and Parenfs Weekend
began. The aerial explosives were launched behind the library, and the fiery show lasted from about 9 to
about 9:30.

PUB may get new
By STUART McDOWALL
Editor
The AS Council is considering
setting up a new information center
next fall, separate from the current
Pu·e information desk.
The brainchild of AS Director of
Elections Peter Perkins, the proposed center may be staffed by
council members and work-study
students providing information
about housing and activities outside the context of the classroom.
In a proposal to the council at its
regular meeting Tuesday afternoon, Perkins recommended that
the center be located at the counter
opposite the rider board on the first
floor of the PUB.

Perkins also recommended that

the duties of the director of elections be incorporated into a new
position called director of ASEWU
information services. The AS information director would be responsible for operation of the
information center, AS press
releases and AS elections, Perkins
said.
Because the PUB information
desk now in operation is also a
retail outlet, it cannot always provide easy access to information,
Perkins said.
According to the proposal, the
new center would have phone lines
to Cheney and Spokane, an activities board that may even list
concerts outside the Spokane area,
and a housing board listing off-

information center

campus and
Spokane-area
availabilities, along with pamphlets
on area activities.
Council member Heather Robinson wondered if the housing board
would be "stepping on toes at
Showalter Hall," referring to the
board now maintained by Residential Life on the first floor of
Showalter.
Perkins said that because more
students seem to frequent the PUB
more often than Showalter Hall, a
new housing board would make
housing information more
available.
The. center would be open from
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. weekdays,
according to the proposal. Perkins
suggested that council members

work at the center two hours per
week as part of their office hours.
Because of the public nature of the
information center, council
members working at the center
would be more available to their
constituents, he said.
Perkins first suggested the idea
to the council during spring quarter
1983. He was told to devolop a
plan, but after Gina Hames took
office as ASEWU pres ident
Perkins found little support from
ASEWU . Perkins was defeated by
Hames in the 1983 ASEWU
presidential election.
"I didn't have the backing of the
council, so I waited for a new council," Perkins said, referring to the
time that lapsed between his initial
presentation of the concept in April

1983 and Tuesday's proposal to the
council.
Perkins a lso mentioned recent
encouragement he received from
new ASEWU President Thayne
Stone concerning the proposal.
Stone ran as a vice-presidential candidate on Perkins' 1983 ticket.
" I'm really proud of what
Peter's done," Stone said after the
council meeting. "He's amazing. "
The council unanimo usly approved sending the proposal to the
AS Finance Committ ee Tuesday .
Unless serious problems are
discovered by the committee, the
council may take definite action on
the proposal at next week' s
meeting, the last of this academic
year.
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PlaQue dedicated to
·Eagles lost in wars
By AL VOGEL
Staff Writer
Ceremonies dedicating a bronz:e plaque honoring
the memory of more than 4lJ EWU alumni who
died on U.S. battlefields were conducted on the
front lawn of Showalter Hall last Friday.
The widow of 11 1964 EWU graduate killed in
l'ietnam donated the plaque to honor her husband
and other sel'l'icemen who died in World War I,
World War II, Korea, and l'letnam.
Mn. Linda Turner~ensen purchased the bronz:e
plaque with o.-er 4lJ names of alumni killed in the
four major confficts with the money left her in a
trust fund established by relatfres after the death
of her lint husband, Army Lt. Randy Turner.
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Linda Turner-Jensen unveils a plaque honoring the more than 40 EWU
alumni who died on the battlefield in the four major wars.

The ceremony began with the posting al the colon by the EWV ROTC cadets, followed with an
invocation by Mjr. C Wayne Hough, a chaplain
for the Air National Guard and Assistant professor of music for EWV.
Dr. ff. George Frederickson, EWV President,
then welcomed the more than 100 people who attended the ceremony, some of them relatfres of the
servicemen listed on the plaque.
The guest speaker, Maj. Gen. George Coates,
Adjutant General of the Washington National
Guard, then spoke of the plaque, "I hope that
here at Eastern, someone tt·ill see that this plaque

will remain on display, and someone will think of
these men. "
During his speech, Maj. Gen. Coates spoke of
the dedication ceremony Itself, noting, "It is well
that we take time to come together to commemorate II group of .-ery special people. ''
Speaking specifically of the l'ietnam War, Maj.
Gen. Coates said, "the sacrifice of those young
men may be seen in vain, yet I wonder if the .-erdict further on in time will be kinder. ''
The "best friend" of Randy Dimer was also introducd during the ceremonies: Wesley Orlob, who
flew in from San Antonio, Texas.
Mn. Turner~ensen then un.-eiled the plaq.ue to
the dignified applaus~ of the audience, followed by
the playing of "Taps" and a benediction presented
by Mjr. Hough.
Speaking to the audience, Maj. Gen. Coates
said, ''They deserve remembering and thank you
for remembering."
The marble base plaque mount was purchased
by the AS Council, while the plaque itself was
purchased entirely by Mrs. Turner.Jensen, who was
present with her husband and daughter at the
ceremony.
The plaque is to be permanently mounted to the

wall in the second floor rotunda of Showalter
Hall, by the auditorium entrance.

senate finally approves document
By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor
The academic senate, after incorporating a proposal by faculty
president Wayne Hall that resolved the issue of faculty representation on administrative bodies,
unanimously approved their shared
governance document Monday.
The administration approved the
plan Tuesday, and after the entire
faculty votes on whether they approve or disapprove of the senate's

action, the document will be submitted to the board of trustees,
Hall said.
If the board approves the document, the senate will effectively no
longer be on the limited agenda it
imposed on itself after disbanding
two years ago in the wake of trustee
approval of a controversial merit
pay plan.
Hall's proposal calls for the
establishment of faculty liasons in
the areas of extended programs,

Cheney declares
'Recycling week'
The city of Cheney has proclaimed May 31 - June 7 as "Cheney
Recycling Week." The week is
sponsored by the Cheney Recycling
Board to thank those citizens who
have been faithful recyclers over
their years of operation and to encourage those citizens and students
who h.a ve never saved their
newspapers, aluminum, glass o·r tin
to get started.
For this week, the Recycling
Center will be open from noon - 6
p.m. ever.)' day. Normal hours are
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1-6
p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. - 1
p.m.
Aluminum cans can be donated
or sold at competition prices. The
profits from recyclables are used to
help defray the costs of operating

the Wren-Pierson Community
Center.
The center welcomes a visit with
a winter's accumulation of
recyclables or just a week's worth.
As a service to students, any
cardboad boxes will be available for
moving.
Hours: May 31 - June 9
Noon - 6 p.m.
Address: 624 Third Street
Phone: 235-6949
Recyclables accepted:
Aluminum
Glass (labels can be on)
Flattened tin
Newspapers
Cardboard
Computer paper,
high grade paper
Magazines

LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 10:30a.m.-2:15 p.m.

Thurs., May 24 Veg. Beef Soup, BLT Sandwich, Ripe Olive Cass, Pasta
Salad, Carrot Coins, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Choe.
Chip Cook.
Fri., May 25

Tom. Soup, Gr Ha,m & Chs San., Or Chse/Crnchp,
Turkey Tetra. , Seafood Sid Bwl, Cut Gr. Beans, Salad
Bar, Wht & Ck Wt Brd, Btrscotch Cks

Sat., May 26

BRUNCH

Sun., May 27

BRUNCH

Mon., May 28

BRUNCH

Tue!!. , May 29

Lentil Soup, Burritos, Tuna Noodle Cass, Chef Sid Pit,
Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & Pump. Brd, Dutch Brn Sug
Ck

Wed. , May 30

Veg. Beef Soup, Coneys/Pot Chps,' Beef Chow Mein,
Veg. Sid Plate, Green Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd,
Brownies

I
I

,
I
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business and finance and student
services,
The faculty liason with extended programs will be a member of
the undergraduate affairs council,
while the liasons in business and
finance and student services will be
members of the business affairs
council and student affairs council
respectively.
The proposal came on top of an
agreement last week that would
make the faculty president a
member of the council of academic
deans. The faculty president is
already a member of the administrative advisory group, which
includes all the vice presidents and
student leadership.
"These faculty members shall be
placed in the communication chain
of the respective vice-presidents or
provost to receive those meetings
which relate to the development or
planning of University-wide policy
and serve as a faculty representative at such meetings," the document
now
states.
"The
responsibility of these faculty
members shall be to facilitate the
flow of informatiop among the vice
president or provost, the affected
council and the academic senate,"

M/\KF IT WO RK

Maret, of Dimes
- l l f f f H DEFECTS FOU~TION-

according to the document.
Duane Thompson, vice president
and provost for academic affairs,
said the document was a good step
in resolving differences on policy
matters between the faculty and administration, but he told the senate
''it only gets you part of the way
there in terms of what you want to

do."
"Part of your difficulty has to
do with the structure of the senate
and its councils ... I hope we can set
some time aside to considering
ways to restructure the senate," he
said.
After the vote, Hall's fellow
senators had a round of applause
for him, thanking him for his persistence in helping move the discussions along.
"We've got a lot more now than
we had when the senate disbanded
two years ago," Hall said. "The
administration is more responsible
to the faculty and in some ways the

faculty is now more responsible to
the administration," he said.
The senate has several items left
to consider now that shared governance has moved off the agenda,
he added. Course program and approval forms, part-time and
overload pay recommendations,
changes in the way departments
select senators, pos~ible creation of
an academic planning group and
several other issues will be working
their way onto the senate agenda.
The senate's rules committee
meets next Monday to determine if
the senate's final meeting of the
year, scheduled for June 4, will be
held . If not, the senate starts up
again in the fall with current vice·
president Jerry Blanche leading up
the faculty organization, Hall said .
How has his year-long tenure as
president affected Hall? "Ten
years from now, if you come back,
you won't see me sitting in this
chair," he jokingly said last month.
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10% Off On All Perms!
·
Haircuts $8

1
I

11

Long Hair Slightly Higher

Only 3 Blocks From The Jefferson Lot Bu~ Stop
.
Hair Care Center
. Expares 9/1 /84
933 W. 3rd & Monroe
lim1t One Per Guy or Gal
(Located in the BOF Buildinal
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Ski
I
Rentals i
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Sand¥ Beaclii Resort I
Liberty Lake, WA
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Wet Suits Available
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By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

Despite receiving two lower bids,
the administration will recommend
to the board of trustees today that
the Thwanka Commons improvement project contract be awarded
to Lill Construction of Spokane
because it has a higher ranking as
a minority and women-owned
business enterprise (MWBE).
Low bidder on the project was
BoPear Inc. of Spokane, at
$129,900, with Hamre Construction
of Spokane next at $138,620..
BoPear, though, is not ranked as a
MWBE, and Hamre is ranked at
two percent MBE and two percent
WBE. Lill Construction is ranked
at 24 percent MBE and six percent
WBE. Their bid was $143,827.
When contacted Wednesday, Ken
Roach, president of BoPear, said

"that's the first I'd heard of it. I just
assumed because we were the low
bidder we'd be awarded the contract."
BoPear has been awarded one
contract at Eastern this year, for the
commuter bus shelter. No minorityowned businesses bid on that project, Roach said. "I know they (Lill)
do have some minority ownership.
We, of course, do not.''
Roach said that he would be·
checking with the University to see
why his bid won't be accepted. "All
I can say is we would like to do the
job, but I guess they have to do
w hat they have to do," he said.
The statutes regarding the
MWBE program and Eastern's own
guidelines call for the school to
meet a yearly goal of 9.1 percent
MBE contracting and three percent
WBE contracting, noted Russ

Hartman, vice president for Washington Universities, profit
business and finance, in a from investments of the trust fund,
memorandum to President said Jerry Gilliland, director of
Frederickson.
public affairs for the state depart"Our goal has been to work ment of natural resources.
toward these goals with minimum
Commissioner . Boyle will be
extra cost, and this contract award outlining to the board the status of
is one with which we can improve 63,745 acres of land that produce
our position significantly,'' accor- revenue for the fund, Gilliland said.
ding to the memo.
Use of the . land for timber
The architect's estimate for the harvesting or grazing produced $4.5
project was $129,750.
million in fiscal 1982 and about $5
The trustees will also receive a million in 1983.
presentation from State <;:ommisMost of that money goes into the
sioner of Public Lands Brian Boyle permanent fund and is invested.
on the status of the Normal School Profit for the 1983 fiscal year was
Trust Fund.
$5.6 million, Gilliland said. The
Public lands, set aside when fund has a current value of about
Washington became a state in 1889, $73 million he said.
Also on the board agenda for
continue to produce revenue for
Eastern and the other regional their 10 a.m. meeting in the PUB
universities.
council chambers:
Eastern will split $5.6 million
• Awarding of contract for the
with Central and Western dorm fire-life safety project, phase

J

one. The administration recommends the contract be awarded to
A. Alarm Service of Spokane. Its
low bid of $201,854 was about
$125,000 less than the architect's
estimate.
• Room and board rates. The
administration recommends that
rates be held at the current level.
• Presentation of the division of
health sciences report. The report
submitted by Vincent Stevens, dean
of health sciences, and William
Katz, dean of human learning and
development, includes a recommendation to create a school of health
sciences.
• Presentation of auxiliary services financial plans for the
1984-85, 1985-86, and 1986-87
academic years.
• Presentation of a faculty affairs council report on faculty
salary erosion (see story page .-61) .

Registration for
fall quarter_ starts
th is next TUesday ,
By SUSAN W ALSDORF
Staff Writer

Registration for fall quarter,
1984, will begin next Tuesday, May
29. Course announcements were to

be released last Tuesday and May
21-25 has been scheduled as Ad-

visement Week, accordin g to
Shirley Billings, associate registrar.

Photo by JEJ"F FORTHUN

Hurr.y up Joe, the store doses in five minutes!

Career planning offers
smooth transition

He advises students to "start in- complement college courses with
quiring of themselves" in their hands-on experience justifies his
A college sophomore exploring sophomore or junior year in college advice to begin exploring opporcareer opportunities may seem to to determine their career tunities long before graduation.
By taking advantage of the office
be jumping the gun; yet EWU's capabilities. ''At that point, I'd love
Skip Amsden feels that students to sit down with the student to put for Career Planning and Placewho wait much longer than that together a plan of attack so they ment, Student Employment, and
may be out of the race altogether. can be successful in reaching that the Center for Extended Learning,
students can make a smoother
For some, the biggest hurdle in ~oal."
higher education is selecting a ma"Employers are looking for direc- college: to-career transition and get
jor which best suits their abilities. tion and what supports it," more for their tuition dollars as
Finding the right job market to gear Amsden said. He feels the need to well.
those skills toward may not be any
easier.
As director of Eastern's Career
Planning and Placement office,
Amsden realizes this; he has dealt
with graduation anxiety for 18
years. Each year, he sees scores of ·,
seniors-many only days away
from receiving their diploma-who
suddenly come to him for help.
"I'm bothered by the fact that
there's too many (unprepared
students), and when they tend to
359-7930
come and ask for help it's too late
Kingston Room 328-A.
in the process,'' Amsden said.

By DANELLE FULLER
Special to The Easterner

Summer quarter registration
began May 7 with over 1,000
students already registered.
" Summer quarter registration is
limited to a space available basis,"
said' Billings. "Some classes are
already closed ." An average of
3500 people attend Eastern during
summer quarter. Most are returning teachers but there are also continuing students that want to pick
up some extra credits, said Billings.
Fall registration will be conducted as it has in the past with certain letters of the alphabet going on
specified days.
"You get no priority from it,"
s, 1d Billings, referring to the
alphabetical procedure. Course
priority is based first on the
classification of the student starting
with graduates and on down to
freshmen. The second priority pro•
cedure is based on amount of

credits recorded on the student '!>
EWU transcripts.
Confirmations for fall quarter
will be mailed out August 17.
Students that want their confirmations mailed to a different place
other than their home address will
be able to specify this when
registering.
Below is the last name re ference
schedule for the registration o f
spring quarter students continuing
fall quarter I 984.
May 29 H,I .
May 30 B,N
May 31 G,W,T
June 1 C,D,K
June 4 S,Z,E
June 5 L,M,X
June 6 P ,Q,R, Y
June 7 A,F,O
June 8 V,J,U

Post 72 sets
Memorial Day
morn service
The American Legion Post #72
Cheney, Wa. will have Memorial
Day services at Fairview cemetary
on Salnave Road at 10:00 a.m.,
Monday. Every~ne is welcome.

r.-

Congratulate -,.A Graduating Senior
With .An Ad In The
Easterner!

Contact Alpha Kappa Psi At:
For Details.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY
ETA PHI CHAPTER

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
BOX 720 PUB
CHENEY. WASHING TO N 99004
(509) 359. 7930

WELCOMES THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS:
CHRISTIANSON, Carri
CREE, Kathy
CULBERTSON, Diane
GOODMAN, Joyce
HEMBACH, JoAnn
LEHMANN, Holly
l!ONG, l!ori

McLEAN, Rod
McNEAL, Kevin
METCAl.:F, Mark
MEYERS, Kathy
O'LEARY, Jim
·OYE, Roxanne
SCHLAUCH, Lori

'TUCKER, Ken
VALENTINE, Bernadette·
VICKERY, Becky
VOELKER, Aaron
WHITEBREAD, Lisa
ZIEMANTZ, Monica

i(
9111st St.

235-8405

1 -------COUPON-------,

1
I
I
I

Roast Beef Sand.
$

1.49

Expires 5/30/84

1
I
I
I

IL--------------------f
Roast Beef Sandwich
1
I
Plus Swiss
I
•1.79
1
II
Expires 5/30/84
I
IL--------------------J
Roast Beef Sand.
I
Plus Cheddar
I
1
79 .
I

: . •1.

L------Explres 5/301!!.-------!•
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OJ}inion··.
Eastern·s future
must be charted
by all involved

r-ioscow? YES, WfLL

Sl~C[ WE CAM'fGUARANlfE..
THE SAFEf'( of You~
CITiiENS HE~,
WE. SU6&£-ST Yov

By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

You probably won't read about shared governance in the
Spokane papers, or see a story on television. The big talk in higher
education right now is merge this, cut that, and splice those three
together. The emphasis applied by the powers that be, and to a
certain extent, the public, is on results.
But shared governance, for those willing to bend an ear and
listen, strikes right at the heart of what a university could and
should be about.
The idea is that if you have all these talented people on hand,
you can only be better off by bringing them in on the planning,
development, and implementation of policies that have Universitywide impact.
It's a concept that hasn't always been applied at Eastern or other
universities. Its propellant, if not its roots here, was the merit pay
decision two years ago, when the board of trustees rejected
faculty compromise plan in favor of the original administration
proposal.
Why have an academic senate if the administration and trustees
weren't willing to accept faculty input in a subject, faculty salaries,
that begged for such input?
Why indeed··has been a painful lesson for the University to learn,
as the faculty has slowed, in some places stopped, matters that
needed to be attended to.
The shared governance document, as it now reads, does a
superlative job in trying to establish its basic goal, facilitating the
flow of communication so that people know what is going to take
place at the University before it happens. And it offers reasonable,
fair procedures to settle disagreements among the faculty and administration. It should be accepted wholeheartedly by the board
of trustees.
What needs to be addressed now is bringing students into the
University governing process. Students may not have the depth
of knowledge to participate fully in all matters, but they do have
a right to participate in decisions that directly affect them, and
to know how their money is being spent_.
George Frederickson and his administration, and the board that
stands behind them, have done a lot to move the University ahead.
They should be commended.
But they couldn't have done it without a faculty or student body
that was qualified and capable of growing, too.
Eastern has impressed the state as a dynamic, progressive
university--perhaps too dynamic, for those who now speak of
mergers.
Shared goveq1ance can only help to combat those views. If they
see a progresive school, with ~dministration, faculty and students
helping to mold that school, then they have nothing to complain
about, since the University will be getting them the results they
want.
That requires that everyone do their jobs in an above-board
honest manner. The shared governance agreement certainly provides the incentive for this University to do that.

WllftDR~W 1HEM.

a

The Easterner encourages responsible opinions and the
Jiscussion of issues, both on and off campus, in the form of
letters to the editor.
Letters should be double.spaced and typewritten, with
name and phone number oJ the writer Included. Letters
without names and phone numbers will not be printed • .
The Easterner reserves the right to edit all letten, but 11nly
$ or brevity. Bring letters to The Easterner office at room 119
in the PUB or mail them to The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU:
Cheney, Washington, 99004.

College Pr ess Service
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Letters
''Grapefruit•· soured b¥ Lee ·
While perusing the latest stack of
Easterners which came across my

desk today, I happened to catch
Greg Lee's sports column in the
April 26th issue, in which he stated
that I gave one "the impression
he's as personable as an unsugared
grapefruit."
To his credit, Mr. Lee prefaced
the remark by noting hat he had no
time to greet the other members of
the media who attended the news
conference at the Higher Education
Center-which makes me wonder
how he's able to accurately determine one's personality (expecially
when I was not the featured
speaker).
Sine~ Mr. Lee apparently has not
spent much time with ''the bruised egos of the non-press per se (his
phrase)," he might take a moment
to realize that an anchor who appears on an 11 p.m. newscast
generally does-not start his normal

work day until between two and to do the best we can with as much
three in the afternoon. Therefore, energy as we can summon.
I wasn' t aware that standing at
IO a.m. (the starting time of the
news conference) is about the time the back of the room at ten in the
I'm getting ready to get up and morning, listening to Mike McCorstart the day. I think it may be to mack and Norm Johnson, required
my credit that I was able to keep me to display a radiant glow for all
my eyes open during the hour-and- those present. I'm flattered that
fifteen-minute event. I'd also like Greg labeled me the "Inland Emto ask him if he noticed any late- pire's own sports broadcasting
night anchors. from any of the celebrity," but I certainly had to
other stations in town at the news have displayed some degree of personality in the past in order to have
conference.
that moniker from him.
earned
I'm sure Mr. Lee, on occasion,
has had to face the day after a
limited number of hours of
Next time, Greg, at least come
sleep-perhaps after a long night up and squeeze I he grapefruit instudying or an impromptu bull stead of passing by in silence a cousession-and not looked one hun- ple of aisles away. You just might
dred percent on the outside, discover that under the bruises and
although he felt fine. I trust he'll · the sometimes thick skin, there,s a
discover, upon graduation, that the snack that many people enjoy just
requirements of a full-time job the way it is.
often don,t allow us to perform at
. our optimum, but rather· force us
Tod Pickett

Art·s obJectlve IS feellng
· In reference to Opendack's
review of the Keinholz exhil;>ition,
where he states "Keinholz shows us
nothing beautiful":
The objective of art is not beauty.
The objective of art is feeling.
Feeling is not good or bad or
beautiful or ugly. Feeling is.
Your r,eviewer ·was affected
enough by the art of Ed and Nancy Reddin Keinholz (on display
through June 3rd at both the

Touchstone Center for ,the Visual
Arts and the Cheney Cowles
Museum) to write a review full of
feelings. He responded to the pieces
with disgust and repulsion. That his
feelings were so strong signals that
the artwork succeeded.

Like the critic's job, the w~rk of
the Keinholzes is complex. The
work depicts-and is constructed
of-bits and pieces of things
thrown away in a society built on
waste, a society that tends to
discard people too, once they are no
longer productive or young or
healthy. The work does not degrade
humanity but portrays a society in
which humanity often is degraded
by neglect, abuse, greed, violence,
exploitations. The work pays
tribute to the resourcefulness and
dignity of the individual in enduring these things.

The responsibility of a critic is
complex. The critic must assess his
reactions in terms of ,the aesthetic,
historic and social context of the
work of art. He must, to some
degree, overcome his own prejudices, his own background (or
lack of it), his own eagerness, his
own feelings.
He must overcome these things
The Keinholzes' art i& reflective. .
because his responsibility is to open
It
provokes, it jabs, apd in some
the dialogue between the public and
cases,
it shocks. This provocation
the work of art. He is a middleman.
has
a
point:
,i t i~ to force the viewer
He is a translator.
The only feeling the critic is to ask himself questions about his
allowed is passion. Passion not for personal values and the values of
the painting or one piece of music his society. Keinholz' artwork is
or one play, but passion for art or poignant and honest social
music or drama in general-a pas- criticism. It opens the dialogue betsion for the faet that expression in ween the individual and his culture.
In this way, the Keinholzes sucthese media can produce universal
feelings of extraordinary.power and ceed where Opendack fails.
I only hope that EWU students
depth, a passion for the fact that
will
take advantage of this unique
ideas and values and ·visions can be
Spokane
exhibition, and by going to
transmitted by such mundane objects as oil paint on canvas or see the show, become part of the
plaster cast figures sitting in old dialogue themselves.
Tim Bellnns
hotel rooms.

,
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senioritis causes babbling
Andre the Giant lifted me off the ground.
"So you don't like wrestling," he snarled.
Sweat streamed from my face as I saw the
glint of metal in his fist. He slammed a pair
of brass knuckles, stolen from the Assassin's
shorts, into my gut, then hurled me high in
the air.
"Double atomic knee drop!" he screamed.
Thump. My head hit the wall as I woke,
startled and stunned. "Just another
nightmare," I sighed, pulling the blanket
tighter around me.
Thump. A typewriter landed in my lap.
Through the haze of pain surrounding me I
realized I had fallen asleep at my desk,
mistaking the typewriter for a blanket.
Thump. A raquetball whizzed past my
head, hitting the wall and missing me by
inches. My boss Stu, seemingly in a daze,
swung at the ball again with his golf club.
Looking around the room, I saw the same
pathetic expressions on the faces of my fellow
editors. It was then that I realized that dreaded dealer of daydreams, senioritis, had
struck.

decided to beat senioritis and pass the secret
on to you. And I finally did it. What follows
is my foolproof ten-point plan to beat that
college-career ending illness.

Siler's
Spiel
Oh. But first, just a 4~;'-.. word about the
soon-to-be vacant president's job at
Washington State University. My choice: our
very own Horace G. Frederickson. His depth
of knowledge, personality, and running ability all point to this academic phenom as the
ideal leader for that august institution.
George should take along vice president
Gordon Martinen, who could immediately
work to make the relationship between WSU
and The Spokesman-Review/Chronicle even
better. Please leave the photo gear, though,
Gordie.

Senioritis, the malady that beckons potential graduates to forget their most important
duties as they stumble toward the 'finished'
line, has many causes. Memories of classes
one has done poorly in, that person you never
Now; I've written some pretty v1c1ous
were able to get to know better, friends you editorials, but there's one technique I've yet
may never see again-all contribute to a to try. You tcnow that gesture, where you wave
desire for lazy, quiet days to while away.
a finger past your lip, mumbling something
I seem to have been particularly hard hit that sounds like budabudabudabudabuda?
by senioritis. Maybe it's that I have an extra I'd like to include that in an article as a
two yers of memories to be miserable about, response to a ludicrous statement something
or because working on The Easterner all year like "the president said unemployment is
has sent me into a space-shuttle-worthy burn- causing people to come to work late." Budaout binge, but I haven't had the energy or in- budabudabuda. Now, that would be a first
clination to do much this quarter.
in editorial writing.
Since my job on the paper isn't all that imSpeaking of firsts, this year marked a few
portant, I considered quitting so I could . for me. I lived in a dorm and wrote my very
spend more time hiking in the mountains or first sports stories-a cross country chamsearching for new roommates. But I finally pionship story for The Oregonian, then some

women's basketball stories for The Easterner.
Not that I did such a good job, though.
I still wonder if the team has recovered from
having to read such leads as "Davis to
Souther, Weber State why bother," and "Old
Henry Ford would have been proud."
Of course we'd all be a lot more proud if
we sang the Alma Mater at sporting events.
I'm saddened that no one seems to know the
words-though I do, and I sing it in the
shower, walking on the street, and under my
breath at shared governance meetings. I'd like
to encourage my fellow seniors to learn the
words so we can serenade Clare Booth Luce
at graduation. Here they are:

All hail to Eastern Washington
Thy colors red and white
You stand a symbol
Of our strength and might
All hail to Eastern Washington
A leader brave and true
We sing the praise of college days
All hail to you.
What a legacy we'd leave if we all sang out
in unison! Though there are others we could
leave that would have impact too, such as:

Bob Siler's Choe. Chip Cookies
I cup shortening, ½ cup peanut butter, I ½ cups
dark brown sugar, 2/1 cup granulated sugar, I ½
teasp. vanilla or apricot brandy, 3 eggs, 3 1/4 cups
flour , 1 ½ teasp. baking soda, I Yi teasp. sail, 7 /8
cup chopped nuts (chop 'em really, really small
so you don't have to bite into one) and 12-16 oz.
re~l chocolate chips.

Cream together shortening, peanut butter,
sugars and vanilla or brandy. Add eggs and
beat hell out of the whole thing. Combine
flour, soda and salt, then blend it into that
other stuff using a wooden or steel spoon.
Don't use plastic. Then stir in the chips and
nuts. DON'T EAT MORE THAN 30
CHOCOLATE CHIPS OR YOU'LL RUIN
THE WHOLE DAMN THING!

Using a teaspoon, put little balls of dough
on a cookie sheet, keeping them pretty small
and redistributing the chocolate chips so that
no cookie has an unfair advantage. Bake in
a 375 F. oven until light brown if you want
'em the way I like them, or dark brown if you
like crunchy tea cookies (that's how my Mom
does it).
I guess that recipe is really the best I have
to offer Eastern as a farewell gift. But I have
a literary goodbye message too. It stems from
last month's board of trustees meeting.
I was the only spectator still in the lohby
an hour and a half after the board kicked us
out for their executive session. When they
opened back up, they proclaimed me an
ironclad journalist. Then President
Frederickson paid me what l thought was a
moving and tear-inspiring tribute.
"You know, when I see Siler in that red
baseball hat,'' he told the trustees, "he
reminds me of that character in 'Catcher in
the Rye; Holden Caul field."
Naturally I was too choked up to respond.
I still don't know if he meant the comparison
because Holden cared about people, or
because he was crazy, but the incident has inspired me to include this farewell from "Catcher in the Rye." .lt_c.atches the spirit of what
I've done this past year, and perhaps
describes my goodbye to Presideni
Frederickson, who reminds me of a character
that Holden once met:
"If you want to know the truth, l don't
know what to think about it. I'm sorry I told
so many people about it. About all l know
is, I sort of miss everybody I told about . . .
I think I even miss that goddam Maurice. It's
funny. Don't ever tell anybody anything. If
you do, you start missing everybody."
Well folks, there it is. My ten-point plan
to combat the wandering jumpiness of
senioritis. Tell them you read it here first.
.Budabudabudabudabuda.

More 1etter,s
we need more compassion
"For I am but a wayfarer before
you, a pilgrim like all my fathers."
Psalm 38:13.

a different language, and away from
family and friends, is very hard.
And it is more difficult to be here
trying to make friends with people
who aren't it seems, interested in
you. This is what our life is like here
in Spokane.

Here at Eastern Washington
University there are more than 400
foreign students who come from
different countries. Most of them
couldn't speak a word of English
when they came to the United
States. Therefore it was very hard
for them to communicate with the
American people. For example,
when I came here three years ago
I couldn't speak English. It was
hard for me to learn the American
ways and language; I was very confused. In fact, I didn't even know
how to spell my own name.
To be out of your country, in
another cuntry where the customs
are different and the people speak

We came from different countires
to share our customs and cultures
with your people, to make stronger
ties between our countries and
peoples. We hope to have a better
relationship with the American
friends. I have tried to build relationships by inviting some of my
friends and classmates to have dinner with me in my home and I go
with them to their homes.
A funny thing happened to me
while learning the English
(American) language when I came
to Spokane. I lived with an
American family. They were a very
nice family and they had an eight
year old boy and a six year old girl.

To my American friends here at
Eastern: I want to share my feelings
as a foreign student with you.

The girl always said "You are a
dummy." I was happy, because she
was talking to me and I did not
know what "dummy' meant.
We have to have compassion for
one another; this means foreign
students and American students
and people. We came here from a
long distance to get our education
and to make friends with Amei ican
people who may visit our countries
for business or as a tourist. We will
treat them as they have treated .us
in ths country.
'
It is important to do what the Bible tells its readers to do about people in this world. In Hebrews 13:1
"Let brotherly love continue. Be not
forgetful to entertain strangers; for
thereby some have entenained
angels unaware.''
Abdullah Ahmed

not enacted laws punishing their
"sin" with castration and death.
No Christian state, in fact, has
passed laws against hypocrisy per

se, despite its continual and explicit
condemnation by Jesus and the
church. In the very same list which
has been claimed to exclude from
the kingdom of heaven those quilty of homosexual practices, the
greedy are also excluded. Yet no
greedy persons have been burned at
the stake. By any objective standard, there is far more objurgation
of prostitution in the New Testament than of homosexuality, yet
prostitution is licensed in some

areas.
Biblical strictures have been
employed with great selectivity by
all Christian ,states, and in a
historical context what determines
the selection is clearly a crucial
issue. Perhaps those who would be
Christians would welcome the opportunity to hold meaningful
dialogue with those who are
homosexual in order to forge a key
that wjll unlock the lock -of

misunderstanding.
Kava■ di Pi&■■telll

In his letter last week re: the
reviews of Opendack, Jeremy
Anderson mentioned the difference
between the critic's appraisal of
EWU theatre productions and the
work of Ed Kienholz. Surely, Mr.
Anderson, as an instructor you can
see the reason for such a difference
in standards.
The actors who · perform in
Eastern plays work on a voluntary
basis. Ed Kienholz does his work
for considerable remuneration.
Eastern actors are students under
the tutelage of one of the school's
instructor/directors. Ed Kienholz is
an internationally renowned artist.
Our student actors are still training and many of them have no intention of acting professionally. Ed
Kienholz has served his apprenticeship and has been working professionally for many years.

Does one use the same severity
of judgement for the student as for
the master? Do you, Mr. Anderson, expect your undergraduates to
equal in expertise those whom you
hold up to them as examples?
If the beginner is to be judged by
the same standards as the expert,
how can she avoid discouragement? No one would ever pursue
an acting career if she were expected to perform like Katherine
Hepburn in her first college production.

Standards should be raised as
performance improves.Considering
how long Kienholz has had to practice, perhaps Opendack was too lenient with the famous artist rather
than with the student actors.

Lanita Grice

opendack·s critiqlle too lenient

cavs are Christians, too .
In his letter to The Easterner last
week Mr. Ken Frederick's invitation to ''those who choose to be
homosexual to examine what
Christ offers" borders on the
ludicrous. He is obviously not a
student of history nor of his own
Christian traditions. History
abounds with homosexual men and
women who sought to learn what
Christ offers through his followers
and have perished in the attempt.
The very same books of the
Christian Bible which are thought
to condemn homosexual acts condemn hypocrisy in the most strident
terms, and on greater authority: and yet Western Christian
societies have not created any social
taboos against hypocrisy, have not '
claimed that hypocrites are "unnatural,'' have not segregated them
into an oppressed minority, have

Anderson c,iticized

After reading By Opendack's him for expressing his opinion, and
review of the Keinholz "art" exhibit for asking that question, but
and the letters written in response neither of them answered it. One
to it, I went with two friends to see letter stated that it expressed a
the display. I almost felt guilty for failure of society. Maybe so. It's
encouraging them to go with me. It easy to see problems. What's the
was not an enriching experience.
solution? (Where's the Beef? I don't
I found nothing to celebrate. ·. think there's anybody back there.)
There was nothing beautiful. I sa~ It's easy to throw a lot of repulsive
despair, loneliness, hopelessness. It trash together and put the burden
was a repulsive anel Clepressmg on the viewer to find something in
display of emptiness. If there had it. It may take some skill but it
been a point, if it had com- doesn't take creativity. If he's so
municated something constructive, creative why doesn't he come up
this assault on my senses might with the solution instead of such an

have had some value.
I came away wondering what the
''artist" was trying to say. Was he
trying to say anything? Perhaps
not. Maybe he is "putting one over"
on the art world. It could be that
he is smugly laughing at all the intellectuals who feel compelled to
find something profound where
there is nothing. They are afraid to
see nothing because someone else
may say that they lack insight.
Opendack asked, "What is the
purpose?" 1\vo people railed ~n

elaborate protrayal of the problem?
Keinholz may have a point, but I
think that if he wears a hat no one
will notice.
Perhaps if a person has never
seen this depressing view of the bottom of the barrel, this assemblage
of refuse might show him
something, but I sugge~t that it
would have more impact to see the
real thing. Step on a few
cockroaches. Waae into it. It might
hit a little too close to home to see
real people leading hopeless lives,

t'

I\

imprisoned in loneliness and
despair.
It's much safer to spend 20 minutes
looking at an imitation of it and
then go home to your nice warm
house, with your lovely wife and
your 2.5 children and sit around
with your snobbish, self-righteous,
intellectual friends and discuss over
coffee the profound statement
,made by this so called social critic.
If you want to show me problems
and try to make me feel bad about
them without telling me what I can
do to change them, don't bother.
Take it down the road pal. I don't
need it. Give me something I can
work with or forget it.
Keinholz' exhibit will be at the
Touchstone gallery until June 3. If
you get the chance to go see it, pass.
Stay home and watch "I Love
Lucy" or "Leave it to Beaver." That
will be a far more culturally
enriching experience.
Jeff Oliver

-
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More letters
Fight for human rights
I lived in Honduras, Central
.4merica for half a year . I could tell
yo u about the people, hard working and friendly . I could tell you
about the beauty , about long sandy beaches , and the sparkling
Caribbean Ocean. But most people
don't want to hear about that.
They want to know about the
poverty. About the starving old
beggar woman, with the dying
babies. She would buy babies that
were dying, and use them to beg.
I saw many different babies over
that 6 month period. Or they ask
about the peasant's hospital, where
hallways were filled with endless
numbers of children dying of
malnutrition . I saw pregnant
women stand to give birth. I saw
in fan is lying listless and
abandoned .
Peasants would gather at the
gate to our house, (yes, we were
poor, but we were Americans), and
ask for food . Quite often they were
refugees from El Salvador. They
had fled a country of war and
death. We heard stories about the
Salvadoran military that I would
never repeat, stoves that remind me
too much of Hitler's Germany.
I have often wondered how
Hitler got away with killing six
million Jews. Now I know. First,
no one really knew what was going on. The death camps were miles
and miles away, out in the middle
of nowhere. Out of sight. Still, how
did people convince themselves that
the rumors were not true?
In El Salvador, the military controls the country. The National
Guard has been connected to death
squads. Men, women, and children
are murdered, for allegedly supporting anti-government rebels. El
Salvador, like Germany in the
1930's, is a country governed by
terror and coercion.
I of.ten wonder, how does President Reagan get away with it'! With
sending billions of dollars and
weapons to a military government
that so blatently ignores human
rights? President Reagan talks
about the "democracy" in El
Salvador. Witness this quote from
Newsweek, January this year:

.. .One aide recalls the President
hearing a report that 7 bodies had
been left in the parking lot of the
Sheraton Hotel in San Salvadorwith holes drilled through several
teeth, an unmistakable sign of torture. "The killing has got to stop,"
Reagan exclaimed. "It's going to
destroy the democracy down
there."
There is no democracy in El
Salvador. The elections do not
signify a democracy. In El Salvador
it is OBLIGATORY that people
vote. Large turnouts on election
day reflect the government's control, not the people's freedom .
Each ballot number is recorded so
that anyone' s ballot can be looked
up after the election. If you want
to live, if you don't want to see
your baby's guts splattered on the
street, you'd better vote. Because
if you don't vote, you might be
labeled subversive. In El Salvador
if the government labels you
subversive, you will be found dead.
Your family, friends, and
neighbors may also be beaten, tortured, and killed . These are the
facts.
Here in the United States, no one
really knows what's going on. The
death squads are miles and miles
away. Out of sight. Still, the
rumors, the news reports, the pictures, the EVIDENCE, all the ugly facts are available . Available
here, in Cheney, Washington. How
do people convince themselves that
the reports are not true?
Even worse, how can they ignore
the problem, perhaps saying to
themselves ''What does it have to
do with me?" Such an attitude i~
deplorable; fell ow human beings
are being tortured and murdered
while students worry about upcoming tests or what to wear to the next
party. Somehow our values seem to
be sadly out of order.
If you would like to get involved in the fight for the rights of the
people of Central America or
would just like to find out more
about the situation, contact the
Spokane Justice for Central
America Committee, P.O. Box 55,
Spokane, 99201.

_Report ·.re·v eals
faculty earn less
By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

And during the same period, the
number of faculty holding doctoral
degrees rose from 38 percent to 70
The average faculty member at percent-meaning that salary eroEastrn makes 7.1 percent less, com- sion has persisted " in spite of the
pared to the consumer price index, fact that the faculty is more highly
than they did in 1967 ..
educated for their jobs," according
And with statistics that show re~ to the report.
cent Eastern graduates with
Rep. Helen Sommers, D-Seattle
bachelor's degrees making more and vice chair of the House Ways
money than their teachers, the im - and Means Committee, was briefplication is clear: "many EWU pro- ed on the salary study during her
fessors could substantially increase visit to campus last week, and said
their salaries if they took jobs in in- that a presentation of it to the
dustry," according to a salary ero- Legislature's budget committ.ees
sion report prepared by the faculty "would be a valid component" of
affairs council.
any salary increase proposals. She
The report, to be presented to the recommended that the faculty chart
board of trustees today by physics salary erosion in comparison to the
professor Robert Gibb, charted Implicit Price Deflator (IPD),
faculty salaries and the consumer another set of indicators that some
price index since 1967.
feel is a more valid yardstick to
measure prices.
Though the average nine month
Ron Wahlers, an economic
salary has risen from $9787 to analyst for the state department of
$27,123 in 1982-83, the consumer employment securities, said that
price index has risen faster. Goods between 1970 and 1983 the CPI had
that cost $100, cost $298 in 1982-83. risen by 156 percent, while the IDP
Had faculty salaries risen at the rose only 131 percent, according to
same rate, they would have stood at U.S. Department of Commerce and
$29,185- a $2,062, or 7.J percent Department of Labor statistics.
" lag," according to the report.
Other conclusions reached by the

salary study:
• Since 1971, the average faculty salary has decreased relative to
the CPI by 9.6 percent, or a $2,659
lag in 1983.
• In the years 1972-1982, average
total faculty compensation (salary
plus fringe benefits) has decreased
relative to the CPI by 14 percent,
a $5,052 lag in 1982.
• Most of the ground was lost in
two years, 1974-75 and 1978-79.
Those two years account for $2,687
in losses for average salary.
• A $200 raise for professional
growth, in addition to a yearly raise
adjusted to the CPI since 1967
would have increased faculty
salaries by $8,004 in 1982-83.
The study was prepared at the request of the trustees. Wayne Hall,
president of the faculty organization, noted in the meeting with
Sommers last week that Eastern did
not receive extra money for faculty
salaries, last year, though the other
regional universities and the
Evergreen State College did.
Sommers said that occurred
because faculty salaries at Eastern
were averaging more than those at
the other institutions.
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uncle Al not not bad?
Poor, poor, lost souls. Poor unfortunate blinded individuals. You
can't see the trees for the forest. In
respnse to "Uncle Al Not a Bad Influence" I'll take the time to respond. Poor Mr. Jim C., you forgot
your chainsaw, for the forest is in
the way of the particular trees I
tried to show you. But we'll forgive
you. You're only human. Cable TV
is only a modus operandi used to
state my views. (Oh, that's too big
of a word for you, get out your
Webster's.)
Even vou'll have to admit that it
must be ·at least a little bit of a conflict of interst to on one hand sell
"booze" and use the other to "slap"
those who may enjoy louder music
with a belt or two. C'mon, do you
really justify a public disciplinary
officer's practice of selling "booze''

because people, will "get it
regardless of what impediments
they encounter?" Maybe you're
right, and I am whining. I take it
you're the PR man for _the office.
Gotta keep that hold eh? Maybe
you can teach a class on matur_ity,
but I doubt they'll let freshmen have
that responsibility.
Regardless, I bet 90 percent or
higher of Uncle Al's cases are
alcohol-related. I've never been to
see the disciplinary officer or been
involved in one of his cases, but I'll
exercise my first amendment as I s~
fit. I still say the disciplinary officer
has the best job security in Cheney,
and for that I congratulate the guy!
He's got one over on the president!
OK, sit down you hungry dogs,
back I say, back!!!) Andre the
Giant for disciplinary officer!

Jim Bright

Study this summer in Idaho
at NO EXTRA CHARGE!*

DAHO
June 11 - August 3, 1984
There is still time to plan to attend Summer Session at the Univ~rsity of Idaho,
Moscow Campus or Coeur d'Alene Center.
• Non-resident fees will not be applicable
for Summer 1 984 at either the Moscow
Campus or the Coeur d'Alene Center.
Thus fees for all students. whether
residents of Idaho or not will be $50 . 50
per credit for undergraduate students in
undergraduate courses and $66 .50 per
credit for graduate students and graduate
courses .
The
change
in
the
undergraduate and graduate fees were
among changes made b-y the Regents of
the University at the April', 1984 meeting.

For a copy of the Summer Bulletin containing complete information including an application. call or
·write immediately .

0

Unlversilyotldahe
Phyllis Veien, Asst. to Director
Summer Session
Moscow, Idaho 83843
Telephone: (208) 885-6237
AA EO

Be an Idaho resident student this summer
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Merger group reveals names
By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor
The four Republican members of
the committee set up to examine a
possible merger between Eastern
and Washington State University
hold academic degrees from WSU,
The Easterner learned this week.
Rep. Helen Sommers, D-Seattle,
released the names of the eight
legislators on the committee during
a visit here last Thursday, to
discuss a possible merger with
Eastern students and faculty.
State Senators Sam Guess, RSpokane, and Pat Patterson, RPullman, and Representratives
Eugene Prince, R-Thornton and
Gary Nelson, R-Edmonds, were
chosen by their legislative caucuses
to serve on the higher education
coordination study committee,
which will begin meeting next
month. A check with the House
and Senate Clerk's Offices revealed the legislator's affiliation with

wsu.

President Frederickson was
aware that the legislators had
degrees from WSU and had no objections, said Ken Dolan, assistant
to the president.
"They were chosen by their
fellow legislators, and right now we
don't see any conflict," Dolan
said.
Senator George Sellar , RWenatchee, agreed, saying that
Senators Guess and Patterson had
expressed some opposing views on
the merger. "Sen. Guess, though
he went to WSU, has fought
diligently for Eastern in the past,"
Sellar said, "and Patterson was a
logical choice.''
"Both had asked to be on the
committee ... and we try to choose
people who are interested or who

are from the affected area," he
said. "If a problem develops we
can always change a member
later," he said.
Other members of the committee are Sommers, Rep. Dan
Grimm, D-Puyallup, Sen. Nita
Rinehart, D-Seattle, and Sen.
Margaret Hurley, D-Spokane, a
member of the EWU Foundation.
The legislators were not immediately available for comment at
presstime.

faculty ''would oppose that
radically," he said.
Other faculty members expressed varied views. Ron Dalla, professor of math and computer
sciences, said that Eastern and
WSU have major philosophical di ff erences in their "missions . .,
Eastern has been strong in instruction, while WSU has emphasized
research, Dalla said. He noted that
Eastern has a good reputation for
teaching, while instruction tends to
suffer at research institutions. "It's
important we do a good job of
teaching students," he said.
Armin Arndt, professor of applied psychology, said his colleagues would be '' flattered to have
the opportunity to do research . We
would be willing to take on more
resources (for research) and we
could do a good job of it,'' he said.
Robert Gibbs, professor of
physics, said "we would like the
right and opportunity" to take on
Sommers, in her discussions with further research roles, but not the
faculty and student leadership last "publish or perish" attitude found
week, said the emphasis of the at some larger universities.
study had been moved away from
Dalla agreed. "I came to Eastern
just the possibility of a merger to because I wanted to teach, and not
look at better coordination of be penalized for it," he said.
education in Spokane, "We don't
And Jerry Blanche, vice presiwant to exclude any of the dent of the faculty organization ,
possibilities," she said.
said that one of the options left out
Faculty president Wayne Hall of all the current studies is "the optold Sommers that the most facul- tion to do nothing at all."
ty wanted more information about
"Before a decision is made J
the scope of any changes that could want someone to spell out for me
be made.
just what these ' unfulfilled educa"I have heard people say, ' what tional needs ' are,'' he said
does a ·merger mean?' If it means
In her discussion with students,
teaching fewer credit hours , having Sommers asked how well joint promore opportunity for research, or grams such as the Intercollegiate
salaries on par with WSU the facul- Center for Nursing Edu cation
worked for students.
ty might be amenable," he said .
While the program works well
But if it meant resources to
Cheney suffering in favor of the from an academic standpoint, the
Pullman campus, he said, most other aspects o f university life are

merger
part four

State Rep. Helen Sommers, 0-Seattle.
not really existen t, said Steve
Zander, AS finance vice presiden t.
" They feel left out of student activities, and don' t really have a feeling of affiliation with students of
the main campuses," he said,
noting that Eastern does try to provide some activities and service programs for ICNE student s.
Thayne Stone, AS president,
said that students also weren ' t sure
to what extent a merger is being
considered, whether it was a merger

Pholo by BRAD GARRISO N

of programs o r of the ent ire inst itutions .
Sommers said that all options
were being considered , but noted
that if a total merger were to take
place, the Cheney campus would
likely remain primarily for instruction while the hulk o f research
would remain in Pullman .
Student leaders agreed that in the
event o f a total merger, any sort of
AS govern ment "would be a total
mess."

Merger documents pile the paper up
Committees breed paper, and
whatever the higher education
coordination study committee
recommends toward an EWU-WSU
merger is likely to take the form of
a thick document.
But the committee will also have
to wade through plenty of print
during its study. Several documents
prepared since January, 1983, have
a bearing on a possible merger,
education in the state and Spokane,
and Eastern and WSU.
The following are some of the
most relevant studies and a brief
summary of what they contain.
"Higher
Education
in
Washington: The Next Six Years,''
prepared by the state Council for
Postsecondary Education. The
counciPs planning document for
the state, the study projects enrollment to rise to 10,000 at Eastern
and 18,000 at WSU by 1990. Released January, 198), the document is
101 pages.
"Spokane Higher Education
Study," prepared by the state Office of Financial Management. Instituted to investigate Eastern's
involvement in the lease/purchase

of the Higher Education Center, the
study recommended Eastern purchase the building and suggested
implementation of the Spokane
Area Higher Education Consortium. Released Oct. 13, 1983, the
document is 64 pages.
"The Paramount Duty: part 1,""
the interim report of the state temporary committee on educational
policies, structure and management. The first report of the committee, which will conclude its
review of the state's education
system in a report to the legislature
in 1985. The report includes recommended changes in college prep~ration and admissions and additional
higher educational opportunities,
including "In Spokane, strengthened inter-institutional consortail
arrangements
including
public/independent contracts,
stronger WSU/EWU affiliation, or
an institutional merger, as a way of
providing e)!ipanded graduate programs." Released December, 1983,
the document is in eight page
newspaper format.
"Research and Ph.D. Level Programs That Could Be Offered In

Lobsters
br-ng b.ucks
A lobster feed was held recently
in the Pavilion. Money was raised
to support the Eagle Athletic
Association, an organization whose
primary purpose is to provide
financial support for the athletic
program at Eastern.
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Spokane By Eastern Washington
University." An interim report
delivered to the Spokane Area
Chamber of Commerce's merger
study committee, the study details
what the administration sees as programs that could be implemented
easily and with modest fiscal impact in such areas as biology,
business administration, education,
electrical and computer engineering, geology and psychology. The
document, released Jan. 31, 1984,
is 26 pages.
"Higher Education and Its
Future in Spokane." A speech by
President George Frederickson to
the Spokane Area Chamber of
Commerce, it outlines his belief
that Spokane has been underserved
educationally in the past, and that
Spokane needed a major research
university· in the city. The speech,
delivered Feb. 3, 1984, is 27 pages.
"Postsecondary Educational
Alternative Related to Spokane's
Economic Development and
Growth,•! prepared by the Spokane
Area Chamber of Commerce's
merger study committee. The study

artcraft printing, Inc.

Resumes
- Resumes Resumes
YOUR COMPlEil RESUME SERVICE!

Let us prepare your resume. we·re a full service print shop.
400 tickets were sold at $25 each
to benefit the organization. A major portion of the money will be used for scholarship aid.
Lobsters, crab, beer and dancing
were provided for those who came
up with the $25 per head donation.

624-3383

W. 331 Main, Spokane, WA
-

,I

EASY PARKING -

Due to an error beyond our control, Artcraft rrintlng·s ad and alphabe1ical
listing were omitted In the yellow pagM of the 1983 Telepho ne Directory.

briefly describes the area's institutions of h igher educ at ion,
Spokane's perceived educational
needs, and discusses and ranks nine
options likely to help meet those
needs. The top four choices were an
EWU-WSU merger, establishment
of a WSU sattelite campus in
Spokane, ·expansion of EWU, or
the establishment of a join t
graduate center in Spoka ne. The
document, released April, 1984, is
57 pages.
"Institutional Planning: The
Path to Excellence," WSU's current
planning and policy document.

Criticized by some members o f the
chamber's merger study committee
for not spelling out a special
WSU/ Spokane rela tionship, the
document does say that through its
extension, public service and continuing education programs, "The
universities can assist in the state's
economic progress a nd services, not
only to the basic industries of the
state, but also to the h ightechnology and rela ted industries
now locating in a reas such as the
Spokane, Tri-Cities, Va ncouver, and
Puget Sound regions." The document is 20 pages.

CRIME/VICTIMS
Rights and Responsibilities
Panel Discussion Includes:
•Shelly Monahan
•Steve Hughes-Attorney
• Irene Zimmerman-(MADD)

Registration Begins At Noon
Tuesday, May 29, 1984
1:00 to 5:00 PM
EWU Higher Education Center

Dave's Auto
½ Mile South On Spangle Road

•Foreign & Domestic Repair
• High Power Engine R~pair
• Body & Glass Repair
• New & Used Parts

24 Hour Towing
235-61.23, Cheney • 838-3677, Spokane
r.2::c::=:::::ir::c==::::a=::::::::::= ::::::1::i::===::z:--r=:==::.::a:.r::: ::::::::x :c= ::::::I
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Sports
Wasem and Yake
named to Pac-10
All-ND first team
By GREG LEE
Sports Editor
PORTLAND, Ore.-Two were
first-time first reamers, one was
demoted and another was given
second-hand honors.
Four Eastern Eagles were named to the first and second team allNorthern Division Baseball teams
last weekend as the Pac- IO coaches
held their annual spring meeting
prior to opening-day action in the
ND tournament.
Seniors Jim Wasem, the son of
head coach Jim Wasem, and Vern
Yake were named to the first team

for the first time while catcher Bill
Karwacki, a junior and last year 's
first-team designated hitter, had to
settle for second-team tools of ignorance honors. And senior Steve
Anderson, believed to be a firstteam prospect before ending last
half of the season in a hitting
slump, was given second-team
recognition.
Wasem and Yake hold down.the
left side of the first-team infield as
Wasem was a unanimous selection
to the first team at shortstop while
Yake was honored as the conference' s top third baseman.

Jim Wasem
First-team
shortstop

Vern Yake
First-team
third baseman

Bill Karwacki

Steve Anderson

Second-team

Second-team

catcher

centerfielder

Others named to the first team
included first baseman Jeff
Hainline, second baseman Mike
DeBenedetti and outfielder Dan
!\1urphy of Gonzaga; catcher Rob
Cosby, out fielder Don Lovell,
designated hitter Dave Minkler and
pitcher Kurt Brauckmiller of
Portland State; outfielder and most

valuable player John Skurla of
Washington State and pitcher Scott
Anderson of Oregon State.
Eastern' s Dana Schmerer, a
sophomore southpaw who posted
a 7-1 record, 6-0 with six complete
games against Pac-10 teams, received votes for the first team
selections.
.
contmued on page 7

•c.,~1: who attended the first-ever Pacific-JO
C.onferen.;e Northern Division baseball tnurnamr nt last weekend surely came away
di, •,nti sfied even if their school was victorious.
Collegiate baseball fans may have witnessed
th..: first and last post-season tourney involving
Lhe division\ top four t.:ams which is designed
l O ~end the hottest team onward to NCAA
regional competition.
Such was the sentiment echoed ard
richocheted thrnugh the more-empty-than-full
~tand'i and less-than-busy press boxes in
Ponland last weekend-yes that's plural press
boxes, just another complaint which will be
developed later.
And no matter where the tournament was
going to be held, the weather wasn't going to
be cooperative. But that only compounded an
alread:· ,.:111organized effort on the part of the
ND ofiicials and Portland State University.
By virtue of winning the ND conference tit le. PSU was granted the privilege of hosting
-the four-team, double-elimination playoffs.
PSU embarrassingly abused the privilege. Except for the presence of host sports informalion director Larry Sellers (who found it a
tough job to answer the telephone let a~one
direct press-box traffic). the host PSU contingent was absent from the tourney after
Eastern eliminated the Vikings ..on Saturday.

Track season closes

By Sports Information
Still hoping for a national
qualifier or two to punctuate their
first season of Division I competition, the Eastern Washington
University men's and women's track
and field teams will conclude their
1984 schedules this weekend.
Coaches Jerry Martin and
Deborah Tannehill will take selected
members of their squads to
Pullman Friday for the Washington
State University lwilight Meet. The
meet will offer a limited number of
events. Field events will begin at 3
p.m. Running events will start at
3:15 p.m.
Martin hopes that Cris Violette
(Rainier) at 800 meters, Steve
Jackson (Vancouver) in the intermediate hurdles and hammer
throwers Kurt Carlson (Ephrata)
and Lex Strom (Castle Rock) will
be afforded the opportunity to
compete. Tannehill will place her
best hopes on javelin thrower Jo
Etheridge (Grand Coulee) who
shook off shoulder problems to

eclipse her own school record in the
Mountain West Athletic Conference Championships last
weekend in Bozeman, MT.
Violette, who has run 1:50.99 and
Jackson, a freshman who has been
timed in 52.29, would have to break
EWU records to qualify, but both
have come close. At 800 meters, the
NCAA qualifying standard is
1:48.11. Jackson would have to
cover the 400-meter hurdles in 51
seconds flat. The existing records
are 1:48.5 hand-times and 51.33.
Estheridge, who had been eight
feet below the record of 148 feet, 11
inches she set as a freshman last
spring, rebounded from a 10-day
layoff to toss the javelin 159-7 as
EWU finished seventh in the
MWAC meet where Boise St.•te
took the title in a mild surprise over
Weber State and Idaho.
Marti.n's EWU men rolled up 113
points to win the Vancouver Relays
last Saturday in Burnaby, B.C.
Boise State tallied 125 points, three

.more than Weber State, to take the
Mountain West title. Defending
champion Idaho placed third with
101 points with distance-running
star Patsy Sharples winning three
events. Eastern Washington scored
25 points and, although the Eagles
did not improve on their finish in
1983, they scored more than twice
as many points.
"I was really pleased," said Tannehill. "We ended up taking two
people into the finals in almost
every event. I think they knew we
were there for a change and we'll
have almost everybody back next
year."
John Houston (Moses Lake),
who took the high hurdles in 15.0,
was the only winner for the EWU
men in the Vancouver Relays, but
there were several other top performances. Strom had a PR of 166-10
while placing second in the discus.
He also was second in the shot
fifth in the hammer. Steve Landro
(Lynnwood) challenged the EWU
steeplechase record with a 9:07 .1

Pholo by CRAIG COPPOCK

Steve Higuera quenches his thirst as do other runners while running in the 2nd annual Cowabunga Road Race
last Saturday in Cheney. The race was co-sponsored by Eastern Washington University intramural department
and Cheney Parks and Recreation. Over 400 people (401 to be exact) participated including a 2,S00 p~und
steer and a dog. The fastest time in the 10 kilometer (6.2 mile) race was Dave Satder's 34:31. Sat~ler is a 15-year-old
high school student from Shadle Park High School. Rich Schartz of Streeter Hall took the Sk race in a time
of 15:26. Consuelo Underwood was the women's fastest runner in the 10k (42:25) while Tammy Macomber
clocked in at 20: 17 for first in the Sk jaunt. The fastest herd time was turned in from Ron Webb, Justin Dinius,
John Grosshans and Scott Baldridge at 19:51. They represented Pearce's second floor .

·Pac-10 toUrl1ey

tlrg_anization. a.
d·isapp_oinlmelit;..
Because the conference title winner wasn't
determined until three days before the fourteam extravaganza was scheduled to beginrain against the center of the havoc-the tournament couldn't be properly promoted and
publicized to any great lengths. The media
were as. much rushed in ahnouncing the whos,
the whats, the wheres and the whens of the
tourney as were the ND officials.
What should a ND tournament strive to accomplish over the obvious point of sending the
best Northwest club to the regionals, the last
stop before the College World Series?
First and foremost, it shouldn't sap a
baseball team's budget as this year's tourney

did. Actually, if organized and promoted, the
tournament could be a profit-sharing affair to
help defray travel costs to and from the
tourney site.
The tournament should provide exposure gt
the best teams in the division each year,
highlighted with entertaining playoff contests.
It should be a money-maker covering more
than the cost of hot dogs and cokes. It should
provide the eventual winner of the tourney (not
necessarily the winner of the conference championship as evidenced by the early exit of PSU
last weekend) with stiff competition and
preparation for _the rt:gional tourney.
So it was the hope that the ND tournament,

when it was voted in prior to conference action
this spring, would produce the top team to
send South.
What it all comes down to is the ND officials fear losing an automatic berth to the
regional playoffs if the team sent isn't competitive. In other words, Washington State,
which opens this Friday against Arizona State
in Tempe, Ariz., must do more than be
eliminated in the first two games at regionals.
PSU was host of last weekend's tournament
in name only. And. again because the site of
the tourney hinged on the outcome of a
doubleheader between two playoff-bound teams
earlier last week, the Vikings couldn't make
prior arrangements to host the entire tourney
at their home, the oft-used Civic Stadium in
downtown Portland.
PSU immediately requested the use of Farley
Field from ttie University of Portland. No problem was the response.
So the tournament was played and eventually
completed amidst rain showers.
Earlier last week WSU coach Chuck "Bobo"
Brayton made a plea to move the tourney to
Pullman where it would assuredly attract fans
of larger proportions than those garnered in
Portland. Pullman was a busy town as it

continued on page 7
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continued from page 6

hosted the Pac-10 Track and Field men's
C hampionships last weekend, thus offering the
opportunity for a large gate.
But Brayton's proposal was voted down 5-1,
Gonzaga abstaining and Eastern Washington
casting a "no" vote, not because it wanted to
travel to Portland but because it respected the
Pac-10 rules and the right of the ND title-taker
of hosting the playoffs.
WSU, EWU and Oregon State, however, will
end up watching their respective budgets fall
an additional three to four thousand dollars in
the red, losses that could have been mildly
recouped had revenue from the gate been larger
than the estimated 600.
If the turnament is needect to produce the
top team from the Northwest for the regional
turnament, then why not schedule the site of
the ND tourney ahead of time, say a season in
advance, preferably at a neutral field or at the
site of the conference winner the year before
hand.

If Civic Stadium, Farley Field, Buck Bailey
Field in Pullman or the soon-to-be-used Ed
Chissus Field in Cheney, the regularly used
Pac-10 fields, are not desirable, then Vancouver,
Wash., the Tri-Cities, Yakima, Lewiston Idaho
and the Fairgrounds in Spokane offer ~eutral '
sites.
And Spokane would host a first-class tournament, especially if Eastern SID Jim Price
was asked to direct the game operations of the
tourney.
Yer, to schedule a tourney at a neutral site,
there must be an incentive for a team to win
the Pac-10 ND Confeence championship.
The conference winner and runner-up could
l1ave first-round byes while the next four teams
would battle to determine who would meet the
top two squads in the double-elimination portion of the tournament.
Pre-determining the site of the tourney is alltoo-important if the post-season tourney is to
survive, let alone be successful.
This turnamcnt must produce revenue to offset travel expenses. It could with the proper
promotion.

By COLIN COWHERD

With a school slogan that reads,
"With the Eastern Eagles the sky's
the limit," you wouldn't think it
could be possible.
But it is and has since recent
memory. KWSU, Washington State
Universi ty's sports-spotted school
radio station, has dominated the
skywaves and Spokane job market
from inception. In fact, Eastern
Washington University's KEWC
hasn't really been competitive.
"We have to overcome the prej udice against Eastern Washington
University," said newly appointed
radio-television department chairman Marvin Smith.
That prejudice seems tO reap jobs
for anyone with KWSU on their
respective resume.
Th is is peculiar considering
KEWC's (a.k.a. K-89) recent school
year sports broadcasting schedule.
Every men's and women's home
bas ketball games were on radio including a distant road trip to
Nebraska and Kansas Universities
for the men . Likewise, KEWC
followed the women and the bouncing ball to Montana for the Mountain West Athletic Conference
championships.
KWSU 's menu wasn't half that
tasty.
Two factors, however, seem to be
pushing EWU radio-television
students toward the bright lights.
The first factor deals with
Smith's wide-open attitude toward
radio-television sports broadcasts.
He has made it clear EWU is on its
way to the limitless sky. The former
University of Arizona professor
and football commentator has introduced a sports production class
that will televise all home football
games, plus a majority of men's
and women's basketball contests.
The second factor circles around
36,000 watts. And I'm not speaking of the kin folk of the former
secretary of Interior. The present
IO-watt K-89 may or may not be on
the air. The 36,000-watt station,

•••••
This one will definitely make the

Washington State's Assistant SID Oliver
Pierce, a self-proclaimed expert of ND
baseball, offered his predictions on the outcome of the tournament last Friday to K-89
play-by-play broadcaster Dave Akerly.
Pierce said WSU would win followed by
OSU, PSU and Eastern.

Spokesman-Review/Chronicle bulletin board .

He was wrong. Eastern finished third ahead
of conference-winner PSU. But Pierce had
much to rejoice about. His job as overseer o f
baseball was at stake, he chided. If the
Cougars didn' t win the tournament he would
have to babysit track a nd hand over the duties
of baseball statistician.
WSU hasn't won a ND title si nce the division was formed three years ago. Last year it
looked as if the Cougars had the title in the
bag before OSU took it away the final
weekend. In fact, Pierce was allegedly seen at
the airport the Friday before the season-ending
weekend ordering his tickets to regionals.

continued from page 6

"Would be a commercial cable
audio station that would go to cable
systems around Spokane," Smith
said. "We would sell advertising
which could help our students."
The Inland Empire's favortism
toward KWSI I doesn't stem from a
general dislike of EWU students.
KWSU allows its honor roll to talk.
Voted America's top broadcaster
on numerous occasions, American
Broadcasting Company's (ABC)
Keith jackson is a WSU alum .
So is radio's first and finest
forei gn correspondent, Edwin R.
Murrow. Murrow is th e namesake
of Washington State's Communication complex.
Add to the long list of radio-tv
personalities · in the Northwest
KING 5 (Seattle) sports director
Lou Gellos, K REM's Tod Pickett
and a studio full of other o n-air
talkers.
But Smith and EWU student s are
working at closing the gap and
sending out a few of their own
Jacksons, Murrows and Gellos'.
"The talent is here," said Smith.
Talent indeed.
Dave Akerly, the graduating K-89
program director and play-by-play
specialist, recently entered the job
market. Akerly had two immediate
offers; a semi-pro baseball broadcasting job and a sports internship
at one of the leading Pacific Northwest independent television stations
Tacoma's KSTW. The sports internship was an offer Akerly couldn't
refuse, the first of its kind offered
by KSTW.
It should be noted that former·
Eastern student, Paula Dodge,
helped open the door for internships at KSTW. The talented Dodge
pleased station director Jack Eddy
(his son is a linebacker on Eastern's
football team) while serving a news
internship last year.
Smith has added the discipline
aspect which was lacking before his
arrival from Sun City.
"KXLY and KREM are using our
radio kids now, " said Smith.
"KHQ is a nut we have to crack.''

Pierce's job as baseball babysi tter is secure,
at least for another year.

•••••

baseball

K-89 sports
staff gaining
on rival wsu
Slaff Writer

But maybe that's too obviou for our Pac-10
fri ends.

Wasem, who saw hi°s .333
(overall) and . 361 (Pac- I 0) batting
averages of last year fall by the
wayside this season, was still the
clear-cut shortstop among conference players this season despite
his batting averages of .276 and
.250. His was much higher this year
over last while he scored two times
the number of runs in 1984 o ver
1983.
Wasem scored 42 times, second

When Eastern sports information director
Jim Price was compiling career and season
baseball statistics recently, he came across some
interesting statistics, those of Howie Stalwick,
one-time hurler for thre1: season~ at Eastern
now a sportswriter for the Review/Chronicle.
The seasons were 1974, '75 and '77. Years
not to remember if you're Stalwick .
Hi s combined career statistics are three and
two-thirds innings pitched , an 0-J reco rd , five
strikeouts, nine walks, five earned runs, one
wild pitch and one hit batter.
His overall earned run average was 12.30.
His 1975 ERA was 54.00 before he c ut that in
half to 27.00 in his final season ('77).
Stalwick said he played baseball onl y
because of the designated hitter rule. Not the
possessor of a potent stick, he didn't want to
embarrass himself in everything- es peciall y
with a bat in his hand.

only to Anderson who hold~ the
one-season record for runs, and he
stole 26 bases, tying him with Jim
Snow for the one-season stolen
base record .
Yake, a red-headed righthanded
hitting third baseman with a
powerful, compact swing, was a
story in contrast at the plate, too.
Hi s performance this season was
far and away the most improved
among the Eagles.
The Bellingham native by way of
Lower Columbia Community College improved his batting averages

100 plus points while becoming a
respected fielder from the hot corner. His Pac-10 average of .375
ranks him among the leaders .
Anderson, who as mentioned
earlier holds the school record of
most runs scored in one season
with 44, had perhaps one of the
most accurate and strong throwi ng
arms in the con-fer-erH:e.
Karwacki , who hit .353 overall
last season, saw his batting average
fall to .297 this year bu t his hit , run
and RBI production didn't decline.

~··················~
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women
netters
finish
fifth

Another fifth place, but a more
impressive fifth place.
Eastern's tenni s ladies netted a
fifth place finish at the Moun tai n
West Athletic Conference's second
annual championship tournament
last weekend at Weber State College
in Ogden, Utah- the team's second
fifth notch showing in as many
years.
But this year, the squad grabbed
nearly double the point total than
did last year's group.
The Eagles garnered eight team
points last weekend as opposed to
4 and one-half points last year,
while Idaho State recaptured the title it had won in 1983.
"I felt we played really well down
there," said Eagle coach Sunya
Herold. "I was really pleased."
Herold projected Montana as the
thorn in the side of the Eagle's
hopes for another finish as high as
last year's.
"I knew the University of Montana was much stronger and we'd
have to play well to be able to hold
that fifth position. "
Eastern edged the Grizzlies who
amassed seven points last weekend.
The Eagles' number one doubles
combo-Marcia Isenberger and
Kris Gavre-picked up a fourth
place at the conference tourney, and
Eastern's Helen Zech-number
three singles Eagle- earned another
fourth-place for her club.
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3 Month Membership
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South 20 Union .
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Phone 924-7766
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George can't catch, too
"Hey, Georgie, wanna play
catch?!" I called across the fence
to my neighbor.
I used to while away summer
days playing ball with George, even
though I knew that he wasn't very
good at baseball. But he was the
only kid in my neighborhood who
would spend any time with me
throwing around the horsehide.
Oh, there was that other kid who
said he liked to play, whose name
also was George, but he lived too
far from me. Besides, he wasn't
any better at · baseball than my
neighbor.
Eagerly with his cap tossed on
askew and face red from trying to
blow his bubble gum into as big a
bubble as the big leaguers-like
most kids will do-George came
stumbling across his yard to my
lawn, glove in awkward hand.
"Hiya," he blurted, breathing
heavily and chewing recklessly as a
result of his yard-to-yard, 200-foot
jog. "Today's going to be a good
day," he said. "I been studyin' up,
and I think I'm getting better."
"Good," I answered, trying not
to sound too patronizing. He'd been
"studyin' up" to become a better
ballplayer every day since we started
playing catch together and he
realized how rotten he was. He'd
keep studyin', and it never changed a thing. But I felt a loyalty to
him nonetheless because no one
else around wanted to play catch.
George pounded the palm of his
tattered glove with his meager fist
and took his accustomed awkward
stance in his accustomed spot at the
end of my yard.
We always played catch or pepper in my yard because, even if mine
wasn't the greenest patch of grass
in the world, it wasn't the field of
dust and parched stubble that
George's yard was. It seemed like
whatever anybody at George's
house tried to do to improve their

---

lawn, it invariably failed.
So we played catch in my yard.
"Ready, George?" I called to the
pathetic mound of flesh opposite
me.
He shoved the thick-lensed
glasses farther up his face, slapped
the scant leather a few times and
motioned to me to toss him the pill.
I wound and let fly a battingpractice-speed pitch straight at

come close to catching any of his
pitches.
But he was the only one who
would play ball, hardball anyway,
so I enjoyed what few successful exchanges we shared.
We continued the farce. Same as
yesterday and the day before.
As the sun dipped, and we'd each
been soiled enough, I called to my
friend. "One last toss, Georgie, and

By GORDON

K-89's Top 10
LW
1

1

3

2

2

3
4
5

8
7
6
5
4
DB
8

6
7

8
9
10

Song
Hello
Let's Hear It For The Boy
Against All Odds
Time After Time
Oh, Sherrie
Footloose
You Might Think
Love Somebody
Head Over Heels
Hold Me Now

· Artist
Lionel Ric~ie
Deniece W~lliams
Phil Collins
Cyndi Lauper
Steve Perry
Kenny Logains
The Cars
Rick Springfield
The Go-Gfs
Thompson Twins

WITTENMYER

George's chest. Although there was
no way he could have possibly missed it or at the very least missed being hit by it, the ball bounded past
him, and he chased it.
Same as yesterday and the day
before.
You'd think this kid would get
better with practice and experience,
but he just never learned.
Or mayb~ I never learned.
"Nice try, Georgie," I called to
my waddling friend.
"Did you see that thing curve?!"
he alibied. "Boy, was that a great
curve! You got a great breaker,
boy!"
I acknowledged his excuses with
a half-nod as he made his· way back
to his spot with the ball.
Sarne as yesterday and the day
before.
"Fire it in here, Georgi~. "I encouraged while preparing for the
standard toss awry.
You'd think with experience, he'd
learn, but he never did.
Ball after ball eluded his glove,
and it took my best efforts to ever

we call it a night, OK?"
"Right. in the ol' bread basket!"
he egged. "Hit me with the ol' high
hard one.''
I tried not to throw it too hard
because dusk was beginning to get
in our way, but when I let go I
thought I may have thrown it too
fast.
The ball hit my friend in the
chest '(his glove flailing helplessly in
the air) and knocked him on his
butt.
Only bruised a little on his
backside, I helped him to his feet
and picked up the ball as he
straightened his glasses.
"Sorry, Mr. Argyros,'' I said. "I
didn't mean to hurt you. I'm just
an honest fan .''
"That's all right, son," he
answered, brushing himself off.
"That's baseball. Anything can
happen.''
I watched him walk back to his
yard. From the outside, the
Kingdome towered toward the
darkness-almost as if it stood for
something.
Why don't they water that grass.
I thought as the streetlamp . bey :, ,
to flicker on, and I walked · ,,, ~ 1T;y
house.
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Wed. Jun, 6th
2-5 pm
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· A festive, roasted pig barbeque from 6-7:30 p.m. at Independence Park, Coeur d'Alene. Followed by a sunset
cruise aboard lihe Dance-A-Wanna from
8-11 pm~Tropical waves will glisten as
you savor the provocate rhythms of
''Orchestra Sabor'' ... Spokane's ten
piece Latin band. ~
Tickets are available at the Pence Union
Building and Higher Education Center
information desks; $10 each.~
Phone 458-6298 or 359-7921 for information.
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ood afternoon. The sponsor-whom you
may know better as Rainier Beer-has
asked me to say a few words in behalf of this
latest release. Very well ... Tasteful.
Sophisticated. Intensely reFreshing. In fact, I
consider it a veritable milestone in the annals of
the brewing industry. So keep a Fresh eye
out for Rainier's double bill of Psycoldp~k
with Beertigo. (By the way, for a ·
full-sized and Rainierized movie poster
sho,ving yours truly, the Man Who
. Brewed Too Much, send your name,
address, and check for $2.50 to:
Beeraphernalia, Rainier Brewing
Company, 3100 Airport Way S.,
Seattle, Washington 98134.)
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Movies
'Grade' flunks out; 'Bounty' found rich
8)' CASSIE ANDREWS
Mo-vie Critic

"Making the Grade" tries unsuccessfully to be an amusing look at
a n out-of-place hoodlum at a richkids' Prep school.
Palmer Woodrow is the spoiled
son of rich parents. He has beer
hidden everywhere ~he even drink s
it while he' brushing his teeth), and
thinks tha t he doesn't have to be
nice because he's rich.
His father threatens him. saying
that if he doesn't finish Prep
School, he will be cut off and will
have to find, of all things, a job.
Palmer is o upset that during his
golf game he has trouble hitting the
ball. Each gold club that misses the
ball is flung away without a second
rhought.
Eddie Keaton is a poor rock-n-

roller running from his bookie. He
is hiding in the locker room of the
golf club when Palmer decides to
hire someone to go to school and
graduate for him. Eddie, desperately needing the money that Palmer
offers, accepts.
He is terribly out of place at the
Hoover Academy, where the school
colors are pink and green, people
have names like " Muffy" and
"Biff," and the seniors terrorize the
freshmen by making them sing the
school fight song.
Palm t:r's
friend,
Randall
("Rand") accompanies Eddie to
teach him how to be a preppie, and
is supposed to keep Eddie out of
trouble.
Eddie, pretending to be Palmer,
has some troubles when Palmer's
girlfriend drops by, and when he

falls in love with another girl.
This movie is a pathetic cross
between "Animal House," "Private
School," "Class," and all other
movies that deal with teenagers and
school. There isn't much original,
and all of the characters are modeled after stereotypes.
The two teachers portrayed are a
fat physical education teacher who
drinks beer when he's supposed to
be teaching, and an absent-minded
psychology professor who, on the
first day of class asks them to hand
in their homework.
There're also two blacks in the
movie, also blatantly stereotyped.
One is a stableboy named Regis,
and the other is a n old maid who
refuses to enter Palmer's bedroom
because it is such a mess, saying she
isn't paid enough to go in there.

'Firestarter' strays from
book; 'Harry' returns again
The only major drawback to the
film is the screenplay itself. No
valid
reason exists for it to deviate
Yet a nother Stephen King horro r
from
Stephen King's original
novel has been made into a motion .
story-especially
the ending-and
picture, this time with a little more
yet it does.
success than "The Dead Zone" but.
no better than "Christine."
In the book, little Charlie has
been
convinced by her father that
Director Brian DePalma seems
right at home with this volatile type the only way she will ever be safe
of story and was the first dire·cror from government harassmentof a Stephen King movie-"Car- and their interest in her power of
rie." Although "Firestarter's" fast pyrokinesis-is to go to a
pace can be attributed to DePalma's newspaper. Not just any newspaper,
direction, so can Drew Barrymore's but one that can't be bought-one
that won't be afraid to print the
less than adequate performance.
truth-yet, one whose word won't
Art Carney and George C. Scott be doubted.
both display a presence Miss Barry- /
At the end of the book, Char 1e
more ("E.T.") sadly lacks. Hernerwalks
up to a door with the words
vous smiles into the camera are
distracting to the audience and un- "The Rolling Stone" printed on the
glass. At the end of the movie,
professional for an actress.
Charlie is led to the front entrance
One of the strongest points of the of an enormous building with the
movie beyond the spectacular and
words "The New York Times"
convincing special effects is the etched in stone over the doorway.
musical soundtrack by Tangerine
Dream. A highly advanced synWhich newspaper would you
thesizer group from West Germany,
believe?
Tangerine Dream ("Sabotage," and
So much happens in the original
"Thier'), continues to demonstrate
story, a movie doing the book
their versatility and convice their
justice would have to run at least
audiences that unique space-age
an additional hour and a half. The
sounds can be not only interesting,
book is better than the movie. But
but pleasing to the ear.
the movie is an entertaining one.

By BY OPENDACK

,.

"The Trouble Wilh Harry"

Alfred Hitchcock's fourth national re-release "The Trouble With
Harry" is more of a comedy than
it is a mystery. But that's okay
because Hitchcock never made a
bad film.
"The Trouble With Harry" is
beautifully photographed, and
though the script leans towards
humor rather than intrigue, Hitchcock still finds a way o f using
camera angles to give the viewer
chills.
The movie, originally released in
1955, stars John Forsythe and introduces Shirley MacLaine to the
screen. Her acting debut is indeed
a treat.
Jerry Mathers ("The Beaver"),
plays MacLaine's son. Drew Barrymore ("Firestarter") could take a
lesson in composure from this little guy.
Filmed in Maine in the autumn,
the movie's plot revolves around
Harry, MacLain'e dead husband,
amidst a colorful panorama of falling leaves and ·country lanes.
With respect to Hitchcock it
would be unfair to hint at the plot
or give away the ending. And
though it is unclear why the film
was given a PG rating, the movie
is worth seeing.

PHI KAPPA SIGMA
Interested in starting your own fraternity?

Phi Kappa Sigma

This sort of stereotyping was left
behind years ago by most
moviemakers. It is a bad attempt at
comedy that is much more likely to
insult most of the audience.
Although the acting doe~n•t seem
to be too bad, it is impossible to tell
with the bad script, stupid jokes
and impossible situations. Contrary
to the title, the movie itself doesn't
"make the grade" at all.

King's daughter, they again set sail,
and Bligh announces that he wants
to go through Cape Horn again to
get back to England. It is at this
point that the crew, led by Christi~p.-eetlides that they should take
'tlver the Bounty. Theyr~er,.BLiall
adrift, and return to Thhiti and the
women they left behind there.
Mel Gibson plays Fletcher Christian. Gibson has starrred insuch
movies as "Mad Max,'' "The Road
Warrior," and "The Year of Living
Dangerously." As Christian, he has
some excellent scenes in which he
portrays great degrees o f emotion,
especially the scene in which he
takes over command of the ship.

"The Bounty"
Based on a true story, "The
Bounty" tells the story of Lt.
William Bligh, captain of the
Bounty, and Fletcher Christian,
master's mate and second-incommand.
Anthony Hopkins portrays the
Bligh, as the movie begins, is on
trial to find whether or not the ominous, overbearing and almost
takeover of his ship by Christian evil Bligh. Bligh is a hard man to
was justified. That is, to find out please, and becomes increasingly
whether Bligh was a worthy cap- cruel with punishment as he
tain, and to determine whether becomes more displeased with the
crew of the Bounty.
Christian is a mutineer.
At times it seems clear who are
The greater part of the movie is
the
good guys and who are bad
the story o f the trip Bligh, Chrisguys,
but, overall it is difficult-if
tian and the rest of the crew took
not impossible-to say wh is right
aboard the Bounty.
or
wrong. Bligh is indeed quite
"· Bligh originally hoped to sail
cruel,
bu t the actions he i~.
· from England, around Cape Horn
at the tip of South America, to punishil}8., ,perhaps• •:ae~ ·'·
Tahiti, then to Jamaica, and back treatment. Christian himself is far
from innocent, disobeying di rect
to England, completing a trip
orders..f
rom Bligh, and ignoring his
around the world. Complications
arise, however, when even after 31 ·r~sponsibilities to the ship.
days of attempting tb.'~-~y still art
Although a two hour movie,
unable to get past the rough "Wa\hs
"The Bounty" is able to hold the
of Cape Horn. They finally turn
attention of the audience. It is quite
about and go the other way, the
beautifully photographed, and
long way, to Tahiti.
richly supplemented with-music by
After spending several months
Vangelis, who also wrote and perthere, during which time Christian
formed the music for "Chariots of
falls in love with and marries the
Fire."

s·ucti

Holly Near to sing
at Spokane Falls
Singer Holly Near will be appearing in Spokane at 8 p.m. on
June 15 at the Performing Arts
Theater, SFCC. She will be accompanied by pianist Nina Goldin.
Tickets are $8 in advance a t
Strawberry Jams (N. I Browne)
and at the Women's Resource
Center (YWCA) or by mail to
"concert" 2310 W. 12th, Spokane,
WA. 99204; checks payable to P.
Gruen. Tickets will be sold at the
door for $9.
.
Holly is a gifted and powerful
singer and songwriter who
established her career in the early
70's with original anti-war songs.
Her involvement in the peace
movement also sparked her interest

and participation in other social
and political movements, such as
feminism, safe energy and nuclear
disarmament, and international
peace and solidarity. Holly's music
reflects her commitments, and with
her gentle and persuasive manner
she encourages us to pe counted
among those who work for peace,
social justice and a better life for
all.
As Bonnie Raitt put it, "Holly
Ne~r is a riveting performer with an
amazing voice, but most of all she
manages to move people while
singing about what she believes in.
She is the only person I know who
has successfully combined music
and politic~."

. .. Is starting a new chapter here at ...

EASTERN WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

Gillingham Sand
& Gravel
"CALL US"
PICK UP OR DELIVERED
Top Soil, Gravel, Bark, Sand, Pit Run, Manure
Perm-A-Mulch, Sandy Loam, Mill Blocks, Railroad Ties

•s :

Monday-Friday
Saturday 8-2
In Cheney oft Acce11 Road

OFFERS MAN\' ADVANTAGES
BECOME INVOLVED IMMEDIATELY

· HAVING COMPANY?
tR~THE

II_

304 W. 1st Cheney, WA. 99004

On State Highway 904
Color TV In EvetV Roo-.1
PHONE: 235-8138
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av roams the lib·r arv ,
1

By BY OP~~DACK

.

th
1 st
nd
epped IDSlde a
shook e rairns
th
fr~m my trenc~coat as e glass doo
shd closed behind me. k
d k
d
I walked to the chec ,out es_ an
th
cough~d to get e mahn s ahttenhtion.h
1
. He_ignored me. Per ap~ e t oug
t
I
if he ignored me would JUS go away.
H:, wa~ wrong.,.
'd
1
Ex~u'ie me,
sai ' removing my
sunglasses.
"You got something you want to
check out?"
"Yes," I said. "I'm here to check out
a lot of things. Where's the boss'!"
"What boss?."
"Your boss. The library boss."
"You mean the head librarian?"
"That's right, you catch on faSl."
"I think he's gone home for the day."
"He?" I asked, whipping out my official newspaper reporter's notebook
and flipping to a clean page. "How long
has the head librarian been a man?"
"All of his life, I think."
I made a note of that.
"Isn't it true that more than 14 percent of the books listed in the card
catalog don't really exist-that the only thing that really exists is the cardand the money was used instead to
finance the wild ·orgies that take place
every Friday night after the Library
closes?"
He thought for a moment. "You
know, if you' re right about that, I'm going to be really P.O. 'd."
"As well you should be," I agreed.
"I ain't never been invited lo no party."
"Ever taken English 100?"
"Huh?"
" Never mind. Just point me in the
right direction. I've got to get some
answers around here. Time is short, and
I'm a busy man . .Where's the head," I
coughed, "honcho.''
He pointed me in the direction of the
men's room. I entered and went to the
sink and pretended to wash my hands.
Next to me I noticed a man standing in
the sink washing his feet.
"Who's in charge around here," I asked glancing up at the man whose head
nearly touched the ceiling.
He balanced on one foot and scrubbed between his toes. "Beats me," he
said. "What do you have to do lo be in
charge?"
"It depends," I said. I thought a moment. "Make a lot of noise, I suppose.
You know, raise a stink once in a while
to let others know who's boss."
"Well, you must be referring to him
then," he said, nodding to the last stall.
"Thanks," I said sauntering to the
other end of the men's room.
The last stall was indeed occupied. I
could see his feet under the door. He was
being very quiet. Maybe he thought if
he was silent I would just go away. He
was wrong. I waited as long as I could,
then rapped on the metal door.

others to study without being disturbed. Why?"
"I ... I don't know."
"I see," J said taking notes. "Then are
you saying that you have no idea why
you sometimes do the things you doand because of this malfunction you
can't be held responsible?"
Silence came from the other side of
the door. Finally he said, "If I say yes,
will you leave me alone?"
I assured him I would.
"Okay then-yes."
"Fine. Now, how long have you been
aware of this affliction?
"You said you'd leave me alone if I
answered yes," he shouted .
"I lied."
Suddenly I heard a flush and the
clank of a belt buckle as he struggled
to pull on his trousers. I took that as my
cue to depart-and did.
I journeyed to the reference department where an elderly gentleman sathis head lying on the desk. I immediately thought of foul play and rushed
behind the counter and shook him.
He was starting to come around.
"Wha ... what happened?"
"Are you okay?"
"Oh yes, yes-fine," he said in a
strained voice, running his hand through
his mussed hair. "I don't know what
happened, I think . . . "
"Drugs, sir," I said.
"Drugs?" He said surprised.
"That's right. Probably the ~osa
Nostra or some other illiterate organization like that."
"You mean illegal."

"Of course they're illegal. Organized ,
crime is always contrary to the law." He
didn't seem too bright for a reference
librarian.
"Well, what can I do for you sonn_y?'.'
I took out rny press card and laid it
on his desk. In cases like these, only one
word need be said. And that one fiveJetter word carries more weight than a
Jot of four-letter words I know.
"Press," I said, cocking my hat back.
"What kind of press?"
"Easterner. The watch-dog of this
campus. Now, don't get upset, there's
·nothing to get excited about. You'll be
treated fairly. I just want to ask you a
" questmns.
·
•'
1ew
I continued. "I'm interested in getting
some information. Have you got any?"
"Information? Why, certainly. That's
what this department is all about, sonny. What can I help you with?"
"Well:' I said opening my raincoat
and putting my hands on my hips. "Let's
start at the beginning."
"All right."
"And don't interrupt me. A repor.ter's
job is a complex one; many times a subjecl being interviewed will purposely attempt to confuse the reporter. You're not
one of those are you?"
"Certainly not."
"I'm glad to hear that. Otherwise I'd
have to .resor~ t~ some ~retty unorthodox mterv1ewmg tactics. Do you
understand?"
"Most certainly."
"Good." He was using that "certainly" too often. I made a mental note to
ask him later if he was a "real" man.

"Tell me," 1 'said. "Isn't it true that
there is no real order to the books in this
library and the helpers just throw the
books on the shelves anyway they
please-and that's why I can never find
a book I'm looking for?"
He sat still and stared at me. I had
him now.
"Isn't it ·also true that someone purposely spears the cellophane packages
of the goodies in the candy machine
with those plastic hooks they rest onand the library is making huge profits
by selling the same candy bars over and
over?"
He continued to stare and made no
attempt to answer t h e c harges.
I threw myself into a nearby chair and
crossed my legs. "Would you care to
make a statement?"
He shook his head. Beads of sweat
formed upon his brow. My questions
were making him nervous. I also noted
it was becoming uncomfortably warm.
"Whal about porno books'!"
His eyes widened. "Porno books!?"
He exlaimed raising his voice. I shushed him, remindin~ him we were in a
library and students were trying to visit
with one another.
"Yes, you know, the closed stacks.
Rumor has it that the closed-stack area
is really an underground campus porno book store."
"That's ridiculous."
"When was the last time you visited
the closed-stack area?" J asked.
"Why, I was there not two hours
ago."
"Are you married?"

"Am I ... what's that got to do with
it?"
"Does your wife know you regularly
visit th e closed-Slack area?"
He stammered. "I · · · 1 think so."
"A very understanding woman,•.• I ,
said, standing . "Of course you realize
I'll have to report my fi nd ings to th e
campus at large. They have a right 10
know.
After all, it's my job."
During this interview I noticed he had
sat with his fists clenched, the ruddiness
of his face deepening. Now he pounded his fists on the desk, his whole body
shaking, as he struggled to get a word
ou t .
"How long have you been epileptic'!"
"Get out!"
"I know it's a personal question. But,
society and you have to learn that
epileptics are just like anyone else-they're just sicker."
"Get out before I throw you out!"
I stopped him with a raised hand .
"Relax. I won't print that information ,
I lied . "But, let me just give you a linle
bit of advice. Never. Never, threaten a
man of the press."
I straightened my hat and ief1 by the
swinging door s. An unabridged
Webster's dictionary missed me by
several inches.
Outside it was still raining. I nipped
the collar of my coat up and strolled
back to the nerve center of EWU-the
'high chapparal' of what's happeningThe Easterner, confident that students
would sleep more soundly tonight
knowing how hard we strive to deliver

..,,..

"What!?"
"Press. I just want to ask you a few
questions."
"I don't believe this."
"Sometimes reality is a tough load to
haul."
"Who said that?" Asked a voice from
behind t.he stall door.
"I did. Reporter for The Easterner."
"What the hell do you want?"
"Just a 'few questions. I know you'r,e
busy right now, so I'll try to make it as
short as possible.
"Where does a guy have to go to get
some peace and quiet around here?" he
asked in an exasperated voice.
"That's exactly what I wanted to ask
you. Being the man in charge around
here it's your responsibility to make sure
students have a quiet pla e to stuc.ly. Obviously you've shirked that duty and
allowed the noise makers to take over
the library making it impossible for
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What's happenins
Parking decals
Tawanka open nights Theatre presents finale on
sale now
during finals week
. Re idential Life and Tawanka
ommons wil l be keeping
Tawanka 's doors open as a study
place during six evenings of the last
two , eek of school.
Lauren Vogel , head resident
from Dryden hall , said that this will
be "an alternative to the library as
a place to study." It will also
. replace the snack nights held during past finals weeks. She said that
Tawanka will be providing pop,
milk, and coffee, along with fresh
fruit, munchies and fresh baked

items.
Open from 8 p.m. - midnight,
this service · will be provided on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of dead week , a nd Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday of finals
week on line 3. Dining cards will
be necessary, but this will not count
as a meal. Residential life will be
providing "proctors" to encourage
a productive study environment. In
addition, campus safety escorts will
only be a phone call away for those
who need them .

DEMOS - MA V 23, 24

The Eastern Washington University Theatre will present its final
production of the season, an evening of student directed one-act
plays entitled "American Images."
T he show opens Sunday, and will
continue Monday and Tuesday at 8

p.m. in the PUB MPR
The three plays are "Twirler" by
Jane Martin, "American Welcome"
by Brian Friel, and "The Great
American Cheese Sandwich," by
Burton Cohen. Admission is free
and the public is invited.

Shares to be drawn
Fall quarter activities shares for all clubs and organizations will be
drawn this Friday, May 26 at noon in the PUB 319.
To be eligible for an activity share a club or organization must be
recognized, but not funded, by the Associated Students of EWU. An
activity share entitles the group to co-funding of an event by the Student
Activities office. The co-funding is two-thirds of the cost of the activity
with a limit of $400.
Clubs and organizations interested in being included in the drawing must
contact the Student Activities office in the PUB by 4:30 p .m. today.

SENIOR HALL, 10-4

50%* **OFF
DEC™ RAINBOWS

Sterilization
film on Wed.
TM

ORDER TODAY AT THE BOOKSTORE
System #2

System #1
PC100-B Rainbow 100, 128Kb (832KB max.)
2750.00
2x400Kb floppy drives
PC1 K1-AA USA Keyboard kit
245.00
325.00
VR201-B Green 12" video monitor
QV066-A3 CP/M 86/80 and MS/DOS op. systems 250.00
695.00
LA50-RA LA50 dot matrix printer, 50/100 cps
4265.00
TOTAL
2132.50
Less 50% discount
Plus .5% insurance
10.66
51.00
Plus freight (approximate)
TOTAL
2194.16

PC100-P2 Rainbow 100+, 128Kb (896Kb max)
2x400 floppy drives, 10 Mb winch.
PC 1K 1-BA USA Keyboard kit
VA201-B Green 12" video monitor
QV066-A3 CP/M 86/80 and MS/DOS
LA 100-PC dot matrix printer 30/80/240 cps
TOTAL
Less 50% discount
Plus .5% insurance
Plus freight (approximate)
TOTAL

5475.00
245.00
325.00
250.00
1595.00
7890.00
3945.00
19.72
51.00
4015.72

Financing Available
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Parking decals for summer and
fall quarters went on sale Monday, May 21. They may be purchased at the Red Barn, Monday
through Friday between the hours
of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., according to
Philip Grafious, . program manager
of parking.
Cost for the summer and fall
decals will be $21.50 each, including
tax. Annual decals may be purchased for $48.50 and will become valid
fall quarter 1984 through summer
quarter 1985. Duplicate decals may
be purchased for $1.00.
According to Grafious, lot 16
next to Woodward Stadium will
again be offered at a reduced rate
for summer and fall quarters, the
cost $15.00, including tax. The
reason for this offer is to increase
the usage of lot 16 and relieve demand of other interior lots.

FOR FURTHER
INFORMAT-ION CONTACT
EWU BOOKSTORE
2542/2531 CON~ACT:
JOANNE CHARLTON,
.LINDA SHILL
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2000 SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
,.

DIGITAL IS THE NO. 1 SUPPLIER OF MINICOMPUTERS IN THE WORLD
AND NO. 1 SUPPLIER OF COMPUTING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Puerto Rico is the country with
the highest incidence of female
sterilization in the world, as shown
in "La Operacion," a film which
deals with the controversial use of
sterilization as a way of population
control. New York' s Village Voice
labels the film, "The finest
documentary of the Women 's Internal ional Film Festival." " La
Operacion" will be shown in the
Women 's Center at noon on May
30.

cruising
fiesta set
Eastern Washington University
presents La Fiesta Cruise '84, a
sunset cruise aboard the Dance-aWanna on June 2 from 8-11 p.m.
on Lake Coeur d 'Alene.
Preceding the cruise will be a
festive roasted pig barbeque from
6-7:30 p.m. at Independence Park
in Coeur d'Alene. Music on the
cruise will be provided by Orchestra Saber, a 10 piece Latin
band, five of which will play at the
barbeque.
Tickets will be available at the
Pence Union Building and Higher
Education Center for $10 each. For
more information call 458-6298 or
359-7921 .

A------.
FAMIL Y DESIGNED
APARTMENT
Complex is under construction in
Cheney, WA. 1 bedroom, rent
$209.00; 2 bedroom $260 or 25%
of family income, inc. utilities,
whichever is applicable. If your annual income is less than $23,500
per year you could be eligible. For
information, please call Cheney
Realty, Inc., 235-6191 or624-8500.
401 First St,. .t, Cheney
Equal Housing Opportunity

NEED
A
. SUMMER JOB?
Accepting .Applications
Mon. thru Fri.-9:00-4:00

Call

·DOES NOT INCLUDE SERVICE CHARGES AND TAXES

Cheney 235-5125
or Spokane 326-2654
r, 1•

•AVAILABLE TO FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS AT
EASTERN .WASHINGTON UNIVERSl1Y
>
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RAINBOWS, DEC IS A TRADEMARK OF D~GITAL EQUIPMENT -CORPORATION
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Tuesday, Eastern students and innocent passersby were confronted with 16,000 pounds of horse Resh- the
famous Budweiser Clydesdale hitch team.

The Budweiser dog, the spotted canine in the above photo, sits atop the wagon-a
vulture eying an eventual feast.

streets, tagging a
bright red, beer-laden
wagon.
The Budweiser
Clydesdales, accompanied by a dalmaEastern's campus
tion and a singing
Tuesday,engrossed
viewers got eyefuls of van ("When you've
said Bud, you've said
eight mammoth
it all"), were brought
beasts-none
to EWU's city by the
weighing less than
Cheney Chamber of
2,000 poundsCommerce and
clopping heavily up
Eastern's extended
and down Cheney
"America's largest,
longest, heaviest living legend" and a
dog.
On and around

programs.
The team toted its
barge down First and
Second Streets to
visit Salnave Elementary School, and then
trotted back to
Washington and
down Elm Street, ar• •
•
r1v1ng
on campus an
front of the PUB between 1:30 and 2 p.m.
for a half hour stop.
Photos by
Brad Garrison
Craig Coppock
Derek Hanson
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Memorial Day

Heroes still exist
in today's world
at a time to live, and clings so
tenuously to his tiny thread of life.
Who among us can watch this battle and not be moved?
Memorial Day shouldn't be a day
of grief, it should be a day of appreciation. Apprec:iation for the
many who died building the foundation upon which our country
now stands.
Perhaps our foundation is not as
rosy or comforting as we would
want it, but it is all we have to work
with. And who's to say we can't
learn from the mistakes of those
now dead and compensate accor-

B~· AL VOGEL
Staff Writer

Mo nda i Memorial Day, a day
SL'I a ide to reverently remember
th e , ho ha e died. While the
dead of war receive perhaps the
greate ·t thought, our thoughts aiso
go 10 tho e who died in anorher
great war: the war of life.
From our first hesitant breath to
o ur last desperate gasp we all live,
and subsequently die, in the war of
life. Yet, incongruously, our instinct
for urvi val i our trongest urge,
su rpa sing all ochers. nd it is this
instance that give u o ur heroes dillgly?
Those who died did not simply
Today, we o f1en hear that there
leave
a cold stone or plaque to slowarl! no longer heroes for us 10 admire. tha t techn o logy has re placed ly wear away; they !!;!ft the lessons
trur heroe with video machines they !~~med from their brief time
and drug-w racked, trutting rock here. And these lessons should be
observed and remembered by all of
·1ar . Bull hit.
There are heroes to be found us until it is our time to leave.
Of the many lessons left by the
everywhere, especially among the
dead,
perhaps the most crucial is
dead .
Vi it a nearby cemeter} and the lesson that there is no easy way
stand a t the foot of a young to wage the war of life. Life, and all
oldier's grave. Monetary gain or of its adversity, is to be met headfa me were 1101 his pursuits; he died on and dealt with accordingly.
becau e of his convictions. He may There is no easy road to freedom,
no t have full y understood the and there is no easy road to peace.
politics o f the war he was sent to Both require the strongest of confight, but he believed that his coun- victions and the patience to hold on
try sent him 10 do an honorable job. to those convictions when there apHe believed in his obligation to his pears to be no hope. Without those
country, nothing more than that. who held firmly to their beliefs, the
foundation would become a
Yet , nothing less.
The dead are not the only heroes quagmire, and we would mire down
to be found however, even the very in our own acquiescence.
There are no heroes, you say?
young can be heroes that inspire us
to appreciate the bitterest battles in
Fool, you are standing amid the
dust of thousands, and if you listen
the war of life.
Consider the premature baby in carefully you can hear the firstborn
his incubator who ,truggles a gR'>P cries of another thousand.
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Photo hy BRAD GARRISON

"The King, Queen and Royal Heir" is just one of 16 art pieces by Jo Ann L. Hill now on display at Showalter
Gallery. Her master's thesis exhibit, "Light and Shadows," is an audience participation art show of paintings
i~d sculpture which can be seen now through June 8. The gallery is open for viewing from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

~t;/;monv set
for Keith .Kelly

scholarship

A scholarship established in
honor of late Eastern student
Keith Kelly·will be dedicated in
special ceremonies Wednesday,
May 30.
Kelly, son oft rustee emeritus
Andrew Kelly, died in an auto
accident in 1982. He was a
senior radio-television student
at the time of his death.
The Keith Kelly Memorial
Scholarship was established to
assist students in preparing for
careers in the broadcast industry .
A special plaque commemorating Kelly will be
dedicated in the ceremonies, to
be held at 2 p.m. in the studios
of the radio-television building.
The public is invited to attend
the ceremony, and a reception
will follow.

Sandra B. Portlrl·
Owner

" A Full Hair Salon That Has Personality"

North 230 Howard
(Across from
Riverfront Park)

100/o Discount With Student I.D.
Good Mon., Tues. & Wed.
(509) 838-5444
.
Ch .
Mon. - Sat.
With Barbi or
flS
9:00 - 5:30

I $1.00

OFF ON YOUR

COUPON

i*
$1 OFF*i..
...
!

Excludes Leathers • One Per Customer
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JIFFY CLEANERS

I

236-6249

1708 First St.. Cheney
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NEXT ORDER I
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$149

i

A Large or
Giant Pizza
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t Good Thru 6/7/84 !
****************
* "Showie's" *

II

Includes: Ham, Bacon, American Cheese, Meat Parry and All II
The Trimmings Plus Tomato.
I

*Darter's*
May 25, 26, 27

Always The Best Burgers, Fries, & Shakes

•10° Pints
•

*

of Hale's Ale

****************************
: ·

HOW TO ADVERTISE
In The Easterner!
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... continued from page I
Eastern apparently has no roadblocks to the Big Sky. The presence
of doubt that clouded Raver's mind as to whether the Big Sky would
be interested in Eastern was removed with the formal invitation to apply, he said.
All men's athletic programs are classified as Division 1 except foot ball. But Raver sent the formal petition for reclassification from Division II to Division I-AA to the NCAA Tuesday afternoon an he expects
football to be reclassified by Sep!. L
"I would not even want to think about speculating on that," Raver
said concerning how soon EWU would become a member if its application was accepted. "That's a decision of the Big Sky Conference."
Raver received the news Wednesday from conference commissioner
Ron Stephenson after the Big Sky released the news to the Associated
Press and United Press International wire services.
Eastern would have no problem with a transition into the Big Sky,
not only on the playing field where the Eagles have proved to be more
than competitive against Big Sky foes in the past five season, but in the
scheduling of football and basketball games.
Raver has football contracts with seven of the eight conference schools
for I 984, '85, '86 and '87. The AD has home-and-home basketball games
under contract for next season with seven of the eight schools, and he
doesn't anticipate problems extending the roundball contracts through
the next few years.
"We are available now," Raver said about the immediate Big Sky
membership, "because we have ourselves positioned just like Big Sky
Conference schools."

Classified Ads
Spacious one, two, and three
bedroom apartments available at
low summer rates. I block from
campus. Includes swimming pool,
laundry facilities, and extra storage
space. Contact Mark at Talsman
Apartments. 235-2456.

COMPUTER TERMINALS for
rent. Only $49 per month (2 mo.
minimum). Stay at home and program . Rent may apply to purchase.
Call or come in and see us TODAY! ACME Computers. 1727 E.
Sprague, 535-4t'22.

COLLEGE GRADS PROGRAMMER. B.S. IN COMPUTER
SCIENCE OR MIS W / C.S.
MINOR. FEE PAID . $18K.
JEANNINE 624-3281 PERSONNEL UNLIMITED.

Term Papers, Resumes, Theses, All
your typing needs. Call WORD
PRO. 456-8024. Downtown
Spokane. West 421 Riverside
Avenue. Two blocks from the bus
stop. Thank you.

Welcomes

!-----Coupon Expires May 30, 1984•---.a

235-8128 • 1204 1st-Cheney

Big Sky invites
Eastern to apply

SUBMITADS Tq
Alpha Kappa Ps,

328A Kingston
.
359-7930
Ads -M ust Be Received By 2 pm Friday
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For Sale: Classified Ads
in the Eastener. 25 Words
or Less Only $2.00.
SALES
•Books
•Cars
•Bikes
• Accessories

WANTED
•Workers
•Books
•Tutoring
•Vehicle

And Much, Much More!!
Call 359-7930
For Information
or Bring Ad
into Room 328-A
Kingston: Alpha Kappa Psi

